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ABSTRACT
Linguistic Improvements and Correlates in a
Japanese Study Abroad Program
Geoffrey S. Biesinger
Center for Language Studies, BYU
Master of Arts
Study abroad (SA) is typically thought to provide an excellent opportunity for second
language acquisition, particularly through exposure to and application of the target language
within the target culture. However, actual language gains vary greatly among SA participants
and some may gain very little (Freed, 1995a). The purpose of the current study is to determine
some specific linguistic gains made by 28 second language learners of Japanese studying for two
semesters in Japan, and to determine possible correlates with these gains. Specifically, it
addresses whether or not these SA students improve their grammatical proficiency, lexical
proficiency, narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency. It then explores how
language learning aptitude, personality, language use, social networking, and initial ability
correlate with those gains. To measure these gains and their correlates it uses the following
instruments: the Elicited Imitation task, a picture story, the Pragmatics Self-Assessment, the
Non-Word Repetition test, the NEO-Five Factor Inventory, the Language Contact Profile, and
the Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire. The results indicated that these SA students
improved significantly in at least on measure of grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency,
narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency. Initial ability and language use proved to
correlate best with each area of linguistic gain; however, the other correlates were also related in
certain areas. SA students should prepare to use their language and participate in social networks
to best improve their linguistic abilities.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Many consider study in a foreign country to be a valuable experience, especially for
foreign language students. In a prominent literature review, published in Research in Higher
Education, Salisbury, Umbach, Paulsen, and Pascarella (2009) identified several potential
benefits for study abroad (SA) students, including: improved foreign language proficiency,
respect for other cultures, knowledge of global issues, and intercultural communication skills.
Many students mature and develop more tolerance for ambiguity as well, and they may enhance
their personal and professional lives. The United States government also recognizes the value of
SA for promoting globalization and participation in international affairs (Salisbury et al., 2009).
SA students, the government, and other stakeholders thus have a vested interest in maximizing
the benefits of SA, which presumably come through residency in a foreign country.
Immersion in the target environment may provide opportunities for naturalistic language
acquisition, beyond what is typically offered in a classroom setting. However to improve
language proficiency, Pellegrino (1998) stressed the need for copious, quality native input, as
well as plenty of SA student output for real communication purposes. Given a better
understanding of what facilitates that input, interaction, and output, SA programs can be
equipped to address those needs.
However, Allen (2010) warned that some SA students may form “compatriot islands” in
which they spend their time speaking in their first language (L1) with fellow students. She
suggested that some SA students use their second language (L2), only for brief encounters,
without sustained, meaningful conversation. In order to maximize SA’s benefits for language
learning, many researchers suggest that productive language use and social involvement is
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important (Allen, 2010; Dewey, D.P., Belnap, R., & Hilstrom, R., 2012). Allen (2010) also
suggested that a number of individual variables contribute to language proficiency improvement.
Thus, immersion itself is not enough to take full advantage of the benefits SA has to offer; SA
students may need to account for their own traits and abilities, and then take initiative to actively
engage in the target environment.
Pellegrino (1998) suggested that students’ perceptions of their own SA experiences are
important for understanding SA success, and Wilkinson (1998) noted that SA success is highly
personal. As a result, students often judge the value of their SA experience on how well it meets
their expectations. SA students often embark with expectations to improve their language
proficiency; however, some might find their expectations unmet. Students who expect to “pick
up” a foreign language through SA sometimes judge their progress by fluency, i.e. being able to
sound like a native speaker (Freed, 1998). If they do not satisfactorily improve their fluency,
they may not see the progress they’ve made in other areas. Students who embark on SA without
reasonable expectations of their progress, or without specific goals, may not recognize their
growth (Pellegrino, 1998). Huebner (1998) suggested that SA students make their language
goals as specific as possible, in order to match their expectations. Students are obliged to find SA
programs whose offerings match their own goals and potential for success.
SA students are not the only stakeholders in successful SA programs. The SA programs
themselves have a vested interest in taking appropriate measures to maximize their effectiveness.
Huebner (1998) observed many types of SA programs with different purposes and objectives,
including programs which focus on intensive language study. For programs focusing on
improved language acquisition, understanding expected language gains during SA may aid them
in forming their own goals, as well as establishing expectations for their participants. Once these
‐2‐

goals and expectations are established, understanding how candidates’ individual traits and
abilities correlate with their achievements during SA may also benefit program administrators
during the program screening process.
The aim of the current study is to investigate linguistic improvement made by a group of
Japanese as foreign language (JFL) SA students, and then determine correlating factors with their
improvement. These correlate factors constitute some basic individual characteristics that may
be useful in discriminating between successful candidates. After these observations, it provides
suggestions for SA students and programs. Specifically, the current study investigated
improvement in grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency, narrative ability, fluency, and
pragmatics proficiency and correlations between those linguistic gains areas and language
learning aptitude, personality, language use, social networking, and initial language ability.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter examines existing research on observed language gains made during SA,
specifically in grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency, narrative ability, fluency and
pragmatics proficiency. Then it presents relevant studies which investigated correlations
between proficiency gains made during SA and language learner aptitude, personality, language
use, involvement in social networks, and initial ability.
Linguistic Improvement Areas during SA
Specific areas of linguistic improvements made by SA participants during their SA
experience are worthy of investigation. The following sections discuss research on the following
areas of quantifiable language improvement: grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency,
narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency.
Grammatical proficiency.
Generally speaking, SA programs provide plenty of exposure to native input in the target
language, as well as opportunities for its application in the real world. However, authentic
language input and output do not always improve grammatical proficiency. Several studies like
those done by Möhle, and Raupach (1983), DeKeyser (1986, 1991), and Freed (1998) showed
little evidence of grammatical improvement during SA, especially compared to that of at home
(AH) language students. More recently, Collentine (2004) examined corpus data from pre-test
and post-test segments of an Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI) done by 46 students of Spanish as
a second language, including 26 SA students. He analyzed minutes 7, 8, 12, and 13 from the OPI
for each learner and tagged nearly 19,000 words with syntactic and morphosyntactic features for
accuracy and frequency. He found that the SA students made little improvement in grammatical
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proficiency, especially compared to their AH counterparts. In fact, in some areas the SA
students made no progress at all. These findings may be discouraging for those SA participants
expecting to improve their language; however, there are some studies which yielded
contradictory results.
Although Collentine (2004) noted that few studies have shown improvements in
grammatical proficiency, as measured by global discrete-point assessments, Lennon (1990a)
observed German SA students who improved their grammatical proficiency as measured by
syntactic complexity. Isabelli (2002) also noted some Spanish SA students’ improvement in
using certain syntactic elements. Significantly, Lennon’s (1990a) study used a different
methodology than Collentine’s. Both studies tagged data for linguistic features, but Lennon’s
(1990a) tracked improvement over 15 interviews over a six month period. The sequential
interviews used by Lennon (1990a) may have provided an advantage in tracking linguistic
development throughout the students’ experience, rather than merely comparing results before
and after the trial period. As mentioned, Collentine’s (2004) study used OPI segments for data
analysis. The OPI is more open-ended and its content and topics vary with each interview. See
ACTFL (2012) for more information about the OPI. Because the content of the OPI changes
with each interviewee, it is very likely that the Lennon’s (1990a) surveys would have been more
consistent and more comparable. Therefore, Lennon’s (1990a) research is of particular interest
in the current study because it is longitudinal and examines performance on the same assessment,
which elicited the same content from each participant at the beginning and the end of the
experiment. In addition to data tagging grammatical features, as done by Lennon (1990a) and
Collentine (2004), the current study analyzes implicit grammatical proficiency. The combination
of methodologies may have provided a more rounded perspective of grammatical proficiency
‐5‐

improvement because together they analyze general grammatical proficiency, as well as a
specific linguistic feature—syntactic complexity.
Lexical proficiency.
Another common assumption about SA is that it is improves students’ vocabulary. Some
SA students may assume that if they receive a greater amount of natural input from native
speakers they will acquire more vocabulary abroad than they otherwise would studying at home.
However, this is not always the case; some studies yield contradictory results.
It is important to note different types of lexical improvement. Milton and Meara’s (1995)
landmark study highlighted SA students’ rate of acquiring vocabulary knowledge. The study
showed SA students acquiring vocabulary five times as quickly as foreign language students
learning at home. Dewey (2008) used three measures to assess vocabulary growth by Japanese
as a second language SA students, including a matching test, a vocabulary knowledge scale, and
a situational vocabulary test. Along with Freed (1999) and DeKeyser (1986, 1991), he also
found that SA students acquired more words than those studying at home—specifically words
necessary for day-to-day life.
Another measure of lexical proficiency is semantic density, i.e. informational richness
created by word choice. Semantic density counts the number of unique references of nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and other parts of speech, within a narrative sample (Collentine, 2004).
Collentine’s (2004) study showed that AH students’ produced discourse that was more
semantically dense than those produced by SA students, when the discourse samples were
controlled for word count; however, when not controlled for word count, SA students’ discourse
samples were more semantically dense. As with studies concerning grammatical proficiency
‐6‐

improvement, differing methodologies may have contributed to these contradictory results.
Collentine (2004) analyzed OPI segments to draw conclusions about lexical proficiency, whereas
Dewey (2008) measured it by scores on tests, which directly assessed vocabulary. Dewey (2008)
noted that vocabulary acquisition is influenced not only by how much the language is used, but
also how effectively and accurately it is used for real communication purposes, whereas
Collentine (2004) noted the learning environments’ general effect on vocabulary acquisition,
based on the volume and frequency of certain lexical features. The current study measures
lexical proficiency through semantic density after the manner of Collentine (2004) because it
uses a narrative sample rather than tests directly measuring vocabulary.
Narrative ability.
SA participants often have multiple opportunities to enhance their ability to narrate, i.e.
relay information, during their experience. They may talk about their past, discuss what they are
doing now, and express their future plans with native speakers. This reflects major time frames,
i.e. past, present, and future tenses, in which students narrate. The OPI uses major time frames
as a measure of narrative ability (ACTFL, 2012). Robinson (1995) showed that students capable
of narrating in the “there and then” speak more accurately and use a higher ratio of lexical to
grammatical words than those narrating in the “here and now”.
Several studies show narrative ability improvement among SA students (Isabelli, 2001;
Collentine, 2004; Segalowitz & Freed, 2004). These studies demonstrated SA students’
successful use of varied tense markers in their discourse, as well as syntactically complex
sentence structure. To determine students’ improvement in their narrative ability, Collentine
(2004) showed SA students progress in five narrative variables: copula accuracy, present-tense
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verb accuracy, indicative accuracy, subordinate-conjunction accuracy, and subordinate-clause
count. The results showed an advantage for SA students. Identifying which factors relate to
narrative ability requires quantifying and assessing it (Iwashita, 2010). Iwashita (2010)
described a correlation between language proficiency and narrative ability. As students become
more adept in the target language, the quality, as well as the quantity, of their spontaneous
speech improves. Combining measures of narrative “quality” and “quantity” may give a fuller
picture of SA students’ narrative ability improvement. Defining “quality” and “quantity” may be
difficult to do objectively, and so the current study endeavored to quantify them with combined
measures by Collentine, (2004) Lennon, (1990a) and Iwashita (2006). It measured quantity by
narrative length.
Fluency.
Many studies (Collentine, 2004; DeKeyser, 1991; Freed, 1995b; Freed, Segalowitz, and
Dewey, 2004; Lennon, 1990b; Segalowitz & Freed, 2004) indicate SA’s positive influence on
fluency development. SA students made greater gains than AH students in temporal and
hesitation aspects of fluency. Collentine (2004) noted that these students were also able to
produce more narrative features during the time segments, though he suggests that it remains to
be seen how potential major life experiences during SA influences fluency development.
Indeed, fluency improvement is most expected during SA because students have significant
opportunities for increased input and output in the target language.
The research overwhelmingly supports the commonly observed notion of the positive
effect of SA on fluency development. The current study sought not only to replicate some of
those studies, but to also observe what factors correlate most with fluency development.
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Pragmatics proficiency.
Kasper and Rose (2002) concluded that spending time in a foreign country does not
automatically improve pragmatics proficiency; nor does length of residence in a foreign country
reliably predict such improvement. Furthermore, L2 classrooms may provide a necessary social
context in which students may develop their pragmatic proficiency. Despite these findings,
several studies have shown improved pragmatic competence during SA (Bardovi-Harlig and
Dӧrnyei, 1998; Hoffman-Hicks, 1999; Marriott, 1995; Regan, 1998; Schauer, 2009; Siegal, 1995,
Taguchi, 2008). In each case the participants in these studies actively sought occasion to engage
in the host environment. As Kasper and Rose (2002) noted, passive exposure was not enough to
facilitate these improvements; learning opportunities were more important than learning context.
Residency in a foreign country provides a valuable context in which SA students may
improve their pragmatics proficiency, as evidenced in Regan (1998) and Bardovi-Harlig and
Dӧrnyei (1998). Bardovi-Harlig and Dӧrnyei (1998) distinguished residency, as opposed to
exposure, as a correlate of pragmatics proficiency improvement. Yet, as Kasper and Rose (2002)
noted, residency provides no guarantee; active participation during residency in a foreign country
is essential to pragmatic development.
A great deal of target language input may be obtained from residency abroad. HoffmanHicks (1999) showed that quality as well as quantity of input is an important determiner of
pragmatics proficiency improvement. In Marriott (1995) and Siegal (1995) female participants
acquired politeness conventions through input they received from native Japanese speakers with
whom they sought to interact. Such interaction may be considered quality input inasmuch as it
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facilitates explicit feedback and even instruction on pragmatic conventions, rather than passive
exposure.
In addition to copious, quality input evincing salient pragmatic conventions, following
these conventions may also be important for improving pragmatics proficiency. Taguchi’s (2008)
Japanese ESL participants’ comprehension speed of pragmatic meaning correlated with the
amount of time spent reading and speaking outside of class. Additionally, Schauer’s (2009) SA
participants acquired a broader range of request strategies than did their AH counterparts.
Previous research has shown that SA can be beneficial to students in developing their L2
pragmatics proficiency, but only if students actively seek opportunities to learn and use these
socially appropriate conventions. Although some studies like Marriott (1995) and Siegal (1995)
show pragmatic benefits from involvement with native speakers, more research on correlation
between social networks and pragmatics development is important. Research on individual
variables and how they affect SA participants’ development of pragmatic features is also sparse
and would be worthy of investigation. The current study was designed to add to the research in
these areas.
Correlates with Linguistic Improvement Areas
Next, the current study will address SA student correlates with the linguistic
improvement areas just discussed. It will examine previous research correlating aptitude,
personality, language use, involvement in social networks, and initial language ability with
linguistic improvement.
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Aptitude.
Language learning aptitude is often used to predict how well and/or how quickly an
individual can learn a foreign language, and it has been a major consideration for governments
and other organizations in selecting individuals to train for their programs (Sayer & Ranta,
2001). Multiple studies show correlation between aptitude and language proficiency, but very
few studies have specifically tested the relationship between SA students’ aptitude and
proficiency (Larson-Hall and Dewey, 2012).
Using a serial non-word recognition (SNWR) test, O’Brien et al.’s (2007) investigated
the phonological working memory of 43 Spanish as a foreign language students, 25 of whom
were studying abroad. (O’Brien, Segalowitz, Collentine & Freed (2007) defined phonological
memory as: “the ability to recognize and remember phonological elements and their order of
occurrence” (p. 558). They explained that listeners must retain the serial order of an utterance’s
phonological elements to process individual morphemes, and subsequently comprehend the
meaning of the entire utterance. If listeners cannot retain phonological order, their listening
comprehension is hindered. This makes it difficult for them to learn new words and grammatical
features. Thus, phonological memory may serve as a measure of aptitude for second language
students (2007). The SNWR test requires students to identify matches between strings of nonwords. The test uses non-words in its assessment in order to prevent influence from familiar
lexical systems on the students’ performance. O’Brien et al. (2007) showed a significant
correlation between phonological working memory and oral fluency developed by second
language students through their adulthood.
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Larson-Hall and Dewey (2012) also investigated the relationship between language
proficiency, aptitude, and motivation for 44 native English-speaking missionaries learning
Japanese as a second language. To measure phonological working memory, Larson-Hall and
Dewey utilized French’s (2003) non-word repetition test (NWR), which requires students to
repeat non-words after a brief pause. The results showed a positive correlation between aptitude
and proficiency measures (accounting for 9% to 16% of the variance in the data).
The current study aims to add to the research done by both Larson-Hall and Dewey
(2012) and O’Brien et. al (2007). It investigated similar correlations between language learning
aptitude and multiple proficiency factors in SA students.
Personality.
The effect of personality on second language acquisition has been a topic of discussion
and research for many years. Though researchers, students, and teachers have intuitively
associated language learning success with personality traits, particularly extroversion, statistical
findings to support a direct correlation between personality traits and language learning success
have failed to substantiate that assumption (Lalonde & Gardner, 1984; Sharp, 2008). Despite a
lack of statistical evidence, Griffiths (1991) claimed that personality and second language
acquisition are related, and argued that part of the reason for failure to establish correlations
between general proficiency improvement and personality may be incompatibility between many
personality tests and proficiency measures.
Using the Myer Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), Sharp (2008) failed to find a direct
correlation between personality traits and the second language proficiency of 100 undergraduate
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students in Hong Kong. He attributed these findings to personality tests’ general insufficiency in
accounting for individual variation, like motivation and attitude.
Lalonde and Gardner (1984) also failed to show a significant correlation between
personality and general language proficiency. However, they demonstrated an indirect
relationship between the two by showing correlation between personality, attitude, and
motivation, and then showing correlation between attitude, motivation, and language proficiency.
These researchers used Gardner’s causal model which took motivation and attitude into account,
which may account for an indirect correlation which Sharp (2008) was unable to find in his
study.
It should be noted that neither of these studies investigated the relationship between
personality and language proficiency improvement in SA students. I have found no research
investigating these relationships during SA. The current study aims to fill that gap.
Language use.
Researchers have sought for many years to establish connections between out of
classroom language use and oral proficiency improvement in SA settings, with mixed results.
Dewey, Bown, and Eggett (2012), Mendelson (2004), and Segalowitz and Freed (2004) did not
find a significant relationship between out of class language use and oral proficiency
improvement. On the other hand, Dewey (2008), Freed, Segalowitz and Dewey (2004),
Ginsberg and Miller (2000), Miller and Ginsberg (1995), and Taguchi (2008) did find significant
connections between the two. Dewey, Bown, and Eggett (2012) suggested that their differences
in program design, participant characteristics, and study design may lend to the contradictory
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results in these and other studies. They recommended that future research investigate the role of
initial language proficiency, length of time abroad, and amount of time spent using the language.
In accordance with Dewey, Bown, and Eggett’s (2012) recommendations, the current
study aims to investigate correlations between participants’ language use and their linguistic
improvement during the SA experience. When considering the results of the current study, and
comparing this program with others, it is important to consider the length of time the participants
spent on study abroad. The participants sojourned in the target culture for a full academic year
with formal language instruction. This study cannot use time in country as a variable between
participants because they resided there for essentially the same amount of time; however, it
utilizes as discriminatory factors initial language proficiency and total time spent using language,
both the L1 and the L2, in a number of different activities.
Social networking.
Social networks’ positive influence on language proficiency is supported by a number of
studies in several different countries, including Russia (Pellegrino, 1997), Germany (Fraser,
2002), Japan (Dewey, Bown, & Eggett, 2012), France (Whitworth, 2006), and Egypt and Jordan
(Dewey, Belnap, & Hillstrom, 2012). In one Japanese study, Dewey, Bown, and Eggett (2012)
found that when taking the initiative to engage in a wide variety of social groups, students
showed greater confidence in their speaking abilities. In a study with similar results, Fraser
(2002) concluded: “Students who followed less traditional study plans, including joining a
football team, playing with an orchestra and serving as intern in a theater made impressive
progress compared with their peers enrolled in regular university courses” (p. 45). Kurata (2004)
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suggested that this phenomenon may be explained by participants’ heightened awareness as to
why the target language is used by native interlocutors.
Research also demonstrates a positive correlation between language proficiency
improvement and frequent participation in activities with native friends. These kinds of
activities strengthen relationships with SA students. Dewey, Bown, and Eggett (2012) found that
intensity, or the strength of students’ relationships with individual members of their social
network, positively correlates with oral language proficiency improvement.
There is thus plenty of evidence which shows positive correlations between social
involvement and linguistic gains during SA. The current study also investigated these
relationships but with multiple areas of linguistic gain in addition to general oral proficiency.
Initial ability.
A number of studies have shown that pre-departure proficiency is a significant correlate
of SA oral-proficiency improvement, and that less-proficient participants tend to make more
improvement than more-proficient participants. In Dewey, Bown, and Eggett (2012), predeparture proficiency was the best correlate of self-perceived oral improvement. Davidson
(2010), Freed (1995b, 1996), and Lapkin, Hart, and Swain (1995) found similar results.
Additionally, Collentine (2004) pointed to studies by Brecht and Davidson (1991) and Golonka
(2001) to illustrate how pre-program lexical and grammatical abilities predict SA students’
overall improvement.
The current study also investigated possible correlations between participants’ initial
ability and the language improvement they achieved during SA. However, in addition to gains in
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general oral proficiency and lexical and grammatical gains, the current study examines fluency,
pragmatics, and narrative ability in an effort to contribute to the current body of research.
Measurement of Constructs Related to Study Abroad
Following is a description of evaluative instruments that are used in the current study to
measure the linguistic gains areas. Although the instruments were not all originally developed to
measure linguistic gains during SA specifically, they may useful for tracking SA students’
linguistic progress and measuring their characteristics.
Elicited Imitation task.
There are a number of assessment instruments for general language proficiency,
including the Elicited Imitation (EI) task. The EI task requires participants to listen to prerecorded sentences in the target language, and then, after a brief pause, repeat them word-forword. Sentences vary in length and complexity and often become progressively more difficult to
imitate. Bley-Vroman and Chaudron (1994) argued that more-proficient students are more
capable of repeating all parts of the sentences. Following is their explanation about how the
process works:
•

The subject hears the input and processes it, forming a representation (in memory).

•

The resulting representation includes information at various levels (including meaning).

•

The representation must be kept in short-term memory.

•

The subject formulates (and produces) a sentence based on the accessed representation.
(Bley-Vroman & Chaudron, p.247).
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Graham, Johnson, Kennington, Lonsdale, and McGhee (2008) further explained that repetition of
longer utterances requires participants to chunk information into successively larger units and
store them in short-term memory. Competence in the second language facilitates this chunking
process.
Mackey and Gass (2005) indicated that the EI task is a measure of grammaticality,
provided that its items exceed short-term memory, and that participants’ ability to repeat these
items reflects their internal grammatical system. Thus, the EI task may be thought of as an
implicit measure of grammatical proficiency.
Although the EI task is not a direct measure of oral proficiency, Graham, Johnson,
Kennington, Lonsdale, and McGhee (2008) argued that it may indeed be a practical tool for
testing oral proficiency because it has shown a strong correlation (r ≈ .65) with scores on
ACTFL’s Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI). The OPI tests global proficiency including
grammaticality, fluency, narrative ability, vocabulary, and other measures. It involves an
approximately 20-minute interview with a proficient speaker, who leads a discussion about a
number of generally open-ended topics (ACTFL, 2012). Although the OPI is recognized as a
valuable tool for assessing language proficiency, it is costly, time-consuming, and difficult to
administer because it requires certified OPI administrators and raters. Furthermore, Dewey
(2008) suggested that the OPI may not be able to capture linguistic improvement for short
periods of SA. The EI task may offer a practical alternative for assessing general language
proficiency.
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Picture story (elicited narrative task).
A picture story is a type of elicited narrative task that requires participants to narrate a
story based on a stimulus. It may be rehearsed or unrehearsed. If unrehearsed, a picture story
may assess spontaneous speech, similar to that elicited from the scenario response portion of the
OPI, but without an interlocutor’s participation. It may also be used to measure lexical and
syntactic development, as well as fluency (Mackey, A. & Gass, S., 2005).
Pragmatics Self-Assessment.
Hudson, Brown, and Detmer’s Pragmatics Self-Assessment (1995) comprises 24 unique
scenarios in which the participants are hypothetically placed. For each scenario, the participants
were asked rate themselves on how well they think they could respond appropriately, using a
Likert scale from 1 (very unsatisfactory) to 5 (completely appropriate). The Pragmatics SelfAssessment is designed to elicit participants’ background knowledge about socio-culturally
appropriate behavior in a number of scenarios. It does not assess the accuracy of their perception
about what is or what is not socially appropriate behavior in those scenarios; rather, it is a selfassessment of their ability to interact appropriately therein.
Non-Word Repetition (NWR) test.
The NWR measures phonological working memory by examining the participants’ ability
to discriminate between phonemes. Listening comprehension, lexical development, and
grammatical acquisition rely on good phonological working memory. The participants are asked
to repeat non-words of various syllable length immediately after hearing them. The assessment
is then scored by tallying the number of correct repetitions (Cheung, 1996).
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NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI).
The NEO-FFI is a personality test that measures five distinct personality trait areas:
Extroversion (E), Agreeableness (A), Conscientiousness (C), Neuroticism (N), and Openness to
Experience (O). It comprises 60 Likert-scale items which raise hypothetical scenarios, ideas,
opinions, and values to which each participant must respond. The Likert-scale ranges from (1)
strongly disagree or inapplicable to (5) strongly agree or mostly applicable. Each item
corresponds with one or more of the five personality trait areas. Participants are subsequently
categorized as low, average, or high in each of the five areas. Each of the five areas also has
sub-classifications. Extraversion (E) includes friendliness, gregariousness, assertiveness, activity
level, excitement seeking, and cheerfulness. Agreeableness (A) encompasses trust, morality,
altruism, cooperation, modesty, and sympathy. Conscientiousness (C) comprises self-efficacy,
orderliness, dutifulness, achievement striving, self-discipline, and cautiousness. Neuroticism (N)
includes anxiety, anger, depression, self-consciousness, immoderation, and vulnerability.
Finally, sub-facets of Openness to Experience (O) are imagination, artistic experiences,
emotionality, adventurousness, intellect, and liberalism. For example, I feel lonely or blue is an
item associated with the depression sub-facet of Neuroticism (N). A higher score on this item
would lend to a higher Neuroticism rating for the participant (McCrae, & Costa, 2004).
Scientists, researchers, and other professionals have used the NEO-FFI for nearly two
decades to classify subjects according to allegedly universal personality traits (McCrae, & Costa,
2004). Dörnyei (2005) examined the five trait areas used in the NEO-FFI. He suggested that
there is evidence of a relationship between learning and the five dimensions, particularly
Openness to Experience (O) and Conscientiousness (C). By extension, the five dimensions in
the NEO-FFI can be useful for language acquisition research involving personality.
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Language Contact Profile (LCP).
The Language Contact Profile (LCP), as published in Freed, Dewey, Halter, &
Segalowitz (2004) measures how much SA students use language in a number of different
activities. It has two parts. The first part surveys how much time in any given week students
spent reading, writing, speaking, and listening to Japanese and English. Part two specifies
certain activities, e.g. “Speaking in Japanese with Friends” and “Writing Email Messages in
English”.
Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire (SASIQ).
The Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire (SASIQ) used in Dewey, Bown, and
Eggett (2012), is a unique measure of involvement in social networks. It has three sections which
yield both quantitative information (e.g., number of friends, number of social groups, etc.) and
qualitative information (how students met friends, with whom they associated etc.)
The SASIQ describes participants’ social networks in terms of size (number of native
Japanese friends), intensity (strength of the relationship with these friends), durability (frequency
of interaction with group members), density (degree of interconnectedness across groups of
friends within the social network), and dispersion (number of social groups in which the
participant belongs).
Summary
The literature shows mixed results for improvement in grammatical proficiency and
lexical proficiency. However, there is great evidence of SA’s positive influence on narrative
ability and fluency. There is also consensus that SA activities, particularly involvement in social
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networks, may help SA students make linguistic progress. Without certain factors such as
abundant quality input and abundant language use, participation in SA in and of itself has not
been found to greatly benefit students’ pragmatic development.
The literature also shows some evidence of correlation between aptitude, personality,
language use, social networking, and initial language ability in general. The current study
investigated what linguistic improvements its participants actually made during their SA
experience, and what their correlates were. Specifically, it addresses the following research
questions:
Research Questions
1. Did Japanese as a foreign language (JFL) students participating in Kansai Gaidai
University’s Asian Studies program make statistically significant linguistic improvement
in the following areas: grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency, narrative ability,
fluency, and pragmatics proficiency?
2. With what linguistic improvement areas do aptitude, personality, language use, social
networking, and initial ability correlate significantly for these students?
Hypotheses
1. The SA students at Kansai Gaidai’s Asian Studies program spent an entire academic year
studying Japanese at the university. They all had formal instruction, and they all had
some native Japanese friends and associates. Therefore, they will all make statistically
significant linguistic improvement in all areas: grammatical proficiency, lexical
proficiency, narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency.
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2. All linguistic improvement areas will correlate significantly with initial proficiency
because there is strong evidence in previous studies that less-proficient students make
greater linguistic improvement than more-proficient students (Davidson, 2010; Dewey,
Bown, and Eggett, 2012; Freed, 1995b, 1996; Lapkin, Hart, and Swain, 1995).
Otherwise, primarily each area will primarily correlate with the following:
a. Grammatical proficiency will correlate significantly with aptitude because
phonological working memory affects how well students can remember and put
together grammatical features, as evidenced by Larson-Hall and Dewey (2012)
and O’Brien et al. (2007).
b. Lexical proficiency will also correlate significantly with aptitude because
phonological working memory affects how well words can be distinguished and
retained to increase vocabulary (O’Brien et al., 2007). Increased vocabulary
should subsequently improve semantic density.
c. Narrative ability will correlate significantly with aptitude, language use, and
social networking. As discussed, phonological short-term memory may
contribute to acquisition of vocabulary and grammatical features. Also many
researchers like Dewey (2008), Freed, Segalowitz and Dewey (2004), Ginsberg
and Miller (2000), Miller and Ginsberg (1995), and Taguchi (2008) found a
positive correlation between language use and SA; therefore, as students use their
language, especially in connection with social networking, they may get practice
to improve their narrative ability.
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d. Fluency will correlate significantly with language use and social networking
because more practice using language should lead to greater ease in connecting
discourse smoothly as demonstrated in abundant research, such as Segalowitz &
Freed (2004), DeKeyser (1991), Freed (1995b), Collentine (2004), Iwashita
(2010), and Lennon (1990b).
e. Pragmatics proficiency will correlate significantly with language use, social
networking, and personality. It will correlate significantly with language use and
social networking. This hypothesis is based on findings by Hoffman-Hicks
(1999), Marriott (1995), and Siegal (1995), which suggested that SA students may
notice and practice appropriate social conventions modeled by native social
network members. It will also correlate significantly with personality indirectly,
because personality will affect involvement in social networks in a manner similar
to Lalonde and Gardner’s (1984) indirect connection between personality,
attitude, and motivation.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
Data Description
The data for the current study were collected from a group of Japanese as a foreign
language (JFL) students studying abroad in the Asian Studies Program at Kansai Gaidai
University, an accredited institution of higher learning. The SA students’ program commenced
in fall 2009 and concluded spring 2010 (September to May).
Kansai Gaidai University.
Located in Hirakata, Kansai Gaidai lies in the vicinity of Kyoto and Osaka, two of
Japan’s major urban centers. It is affiliated with over 300 institutions in 50 countries and regions
around the world. Students may enter the program with or without affiliation with these
institutions. The Asian Studies program facilitates exchange programs with its partner
institutions. Each year it makes arrangements to send some 1,400 Japanese students abroad and
hosts about 700 exchange students who study at the university for periods ranging from five
weeks to a year or more. Kansai Gaidai employs over 400 faculty and administrative staff
members from around the world.
The Asian Studies program offers instruction in the Japanese language, as well as in
Asian sociology, economics, and art. However, it does not presume to be a language-training
institute, and thus cannot accommodate all the needs of those whose sole interest is in Japanese
language acquisition. As such, it conducts all its courses in English, except those for Japanese
language instruction.
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The program offers courses on both written and spoken Japanese for students of all
levels. The program also offers lecture courses on a variety of historical, social, political,
economic, and cultural topics in Japan and the rest of Asia. Language courses are 5-credit hours
each, with 50 minutes of instruction five days a week. Although students are required to take
spoken Japanese courses during their stay, written courses are not required, though they are
encouraged if students stay for an academic year or more.
Japanese language use is encouraged in and out of Japanese language classes. Students
are required to use Japanese only with all course instructors, except in cases of emergency.
Students are also encouraged to use language labs outside of class, which they may use to access
media and other resources for Japanese practice. The Asian Studies program also encourages
field trips to outlying business and cultural sites to provide opportunities for real world language
use.
Kansai Gaidai offers students three housing options: dormitory, homestay, or other offcampus housing. Homestay is highly encouraged whenever possible, but stay in the university’s
dormitories is also desirable for the multi-national environment. Off-campus housing is
generally reserved for students studying in the program for long periods, or for students
accompanied by their families.
Kansai Gaidai highly encourages interaction with native Japanese speakers, especially its
native university students. It provides a number of friendship programs to initiate interaction
between native and SA students; it also provides activities for integrating SA students into
campus life.
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Kansai Gaidai aims to foster an international environment where students can exchange
ideas for a globalized society in which Japan and the rest of Asia has a place (Kansai Gaidai
University, 2005).
Participants.
Initially forty-three SA students from the 2009-2010 academic year volunteered for the
current study. However, two withdrew from the study before it began and thirteen others did not
complete it, leaving 28 participants. Of those remaining participants, twenty-one were female
and seven male. The participants came primarily from the United States, though one each came
from Russia, Mexico, Germany, Malaysia and South Korea. Seven participants did not disclose
their country of origin.
Students displayed varying levels of proficiency at the beginning of the program; their
prior Japanese experience ranged from none to about three years of formal instruction, with a 17
month median. Participants all spent about 9 months in Japan, from the time of their arrival to
the end of their program.
Of the current study’s 28 participants, 12 indicated relationships with host family
members. However, the surveys do not provide specific information about the participants’
accommodations, which are therefore indeterminable.
Data Analysis and Procedures
This section details how the current study collected and analyzed the data. Data for the
current study were collected in September 2009, at the beginning of the participants’ program
and again toward the end of it in April 2010. The data were collected using a series of seven
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assessment instruments: the Elicited Imitation task (EI), a picture story, the Pragmatics SelfAssessment, the Non-Word Repetition Test (NWR), the NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI),
the Language Contact Profile (LCP), and the Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire
(SASIQ). Raw data from the audio recordings and paper tests and surveys produced by the
various instruments were transcribed and operationalized as detailed below. See Appendix A for
transcriptions and coding of the EI task and the picture story, as well as copies of the NWR, a
NEO-FFI sample report, the LCP, and the SASIQ. Although he placed his interpretation and
descriptions of the NEO-FFI in the public domain, Dr. John A. Johnson has asked to be
acknowledged as the author. A Pragmatics Self-Assessment sample is excluded due to copyright
restrictions.
Elicited Imitation (EI) task.
To complete the EI task, the current study’s participants listened to 70 pre-recorded
Japanese sentences read by native Japanese speakers, and then repeated them word-for-word.
Participants were not allowed to listen to any sentence more than once, however the participants
decided when to proceed to the next item on the task.
The current study did not use the EI task to test for acquisition of certain grammatical
features; rather, it assesses participants’ internal grammatical system implicitly. Therefore,
participants’ accurate reproduction of the sentences does not discriminate between acquisition of
specific grammatical elements and other general oral proficiency features, such as vocabulary
and phonemic discrimination.
To assign an EI task score for each participant, the current study counted the total number
of morphemes that they incorrectly reproduced, inserted, or omitted. A lower score represents
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better performance on the assessment. The study counted morphemes instead of syllables to be
consistent with the measures used in the picture story, and to obtain data which may potentially
be useful in future morphosyntactic analysis.
The current study assigned a score representing the total number of morphemes
incorrectly repeated, inserted, or omitted across all 70 sentences. Following is an assessment
item sample divided into morphemes, and scored according to the criteria above.
Yakyuu no geemu de syussin wo irairasaseta.
I irritated (made anxious) my hometown at the baseball game.
Yakyuu no geemu de syussin wo iraira sase ta. (nine morphemes)
(baseball) (connector) (game) (place of occurrence) (hometown) (acc) (to irritate)
(causative marker) (past tense marker).
Here is a sample participant reproduction.
*Yakyuu geemu ni syasin ta (six morphemes missed)
(baseball) (game) (affect marker) (photograph) (past tense)
For this particular sentence item on the EI task, the participant would score six points out
of nine.
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Picture story.
The current study used a picture story to assess three measures of narrative ability:
narrative length, syntactic complexity, and semantic density. It also used the picture story to
assess fluency.
Participants were shown a series of pictures and asked to tell a story about what they saw.
The pictures used for the current study basically depict a man and a woman bumping into each
other on the street, dropping their belongings, mixing them up, and later discovering their
mistake. Each participant told an open-ended story based on what they saw in the pictures. The
participants’ narrative samples varied in length; some were as short as one minute and others
were four or five times as long. Additionally, after the first minute, several participants had a
series of very long pauses, suggesting that they had run out of things to say. In some cases, after
one minute had passed, the test administrators prompted some participants with suggestions
about what to say and how to say it, which may have biased the results after the first minute.
The first minute provided a consistent sample across all participants, and so it only was used for
the analysis. See Appendix A for a coded sample transcription.
First, the narrative recordings were transcribed. Following that, the transcriptions were
coded for narrative length, three measures of syntactic complexity, semantic density, and
fluency.
The current study measured narrative length first because the fluency and semantic
density measures depended upon it. Narrative length is often determined by word count, as used
in Iwashita (2006). However, the current study measured narrative length by morpheme count,
which takes into account the morphosyntactic nature of the Japanese language. As discussed in
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Shibatani (1990), Japanese is considered to be agglutinative, i.e. its verbal composition involves
morpheme affixation. Longer “words” bring more meaning to the utterance, and so morpheme
count may be a more accurate measure of meaning in a Japanese narrative sample than word
count. Therefore, the current study measures the narrative samples by morpheme count rather
than word count. Morphemes were classified as a unit that adds meaning to a word, and they
were separated after the manner used in Shibatani (1990). The narrative length score was simply
the total number of acceptable morphemes produced by each participant.
Iwashita (2006) found that syntactic complexity, measured by a narrative sample’s
longest T-unit (number of morphemes contained therein), T-unit with the most clauses, and
number of clauses per T-unit, correlate significantly with scores on the OPI, the EI task, and
independent measures of oral proficiency. Harrington (1986) defined a T-unit as “a nuclear
sentence with its embedded or related adjuncts” (p. 53). Iwashita (2006) added that nuclear
sentences may be “as short as a single verb or an adjectival stem plus affix” (p. 158). The
current study defines a clause as a syntactic unit which contains a predicate. Syntactic
complexity was measured by T-units and clauses accordingly. For example, consider this
portion of Participant 43’s narrative sample:
butukatte, atama wa hurahura ni natte, sono ato sumimasen to itte, kaban o motte, ima
zibun ga iku toko ni ikimasita. ([the pair] collided, became dizzy, after that said “sorry”, held
[there own] bag, and went to the place where they, themselves, were going.).
This sentence contains one T-unit and five clauses because it has five predicates:
butukatte, natte, itte, motte, ikimasita. The sentence shows a sequence of events described in
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order of occurrence, and the clauses depend on each other to show that sequence and causation in
one instance as well (butukatte, atama wa hurahura ni natte).
Another sentence from this narrative sample shows two T-units:
Ano hi mo hutari wa syuttyoo de ooki na suttukeesu o motte, itte iru n desita kedo, sono
koonaa de hutari wa butukarimasita. (One day, as well, the pair held two large suitcases on a
business trip, and were going...; but, at that corner the pair ran into each other.)
The first T-unit ends after desita (was), and is considered to be a T-unit because it stands
as a nuclear sentence by itself. It joins the next T-unit with kedo (but).
The current study assessed three syntactic complexity measures similar to those used by
Iwashita (2006): T-unit length (the number of acceptable morphemes in the speech sample’s
longest T-unit), T-unit mean length, a count of the largest number of clauses within any T-unit,
and the mean number of clauses per T-unit. Iwashita (2006) measured T-unit length with word
count; the current study measured it with morpheme count. Otherwise, both studies measure
syntactic complexity in the same way.
Pollard and Biermann (2000) referred to semantic complexity as the number of objects
and their attributes and relationships contained in a discourse sample. The current study used
this definition to measure semantic density. It analyzed all unique, discrete references—
including objects, their functions, and their attributes—contained in the sample narrative, and
then assigned scores based on the number of references contained in each sample. See Appendix
A for a coding sample. Each reference is highlighted the first time it is used.
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Although there is general consensus on the positive effect of SA on fluency improvement,
several studies measure fluency in different ways. Collentine (2004) measured it with word
count in spoken OPI samples, akin to narrative length. Lennon (1990b) discussed measures of
temporal speech features, like words or syllables per minute and length and number of pauses.
The current study measured fluency by both narrative length and speech continuity. The
way the current study measured narrative length has already been addressed. It measured
breakups in speech continuity by temporal features, like unfilled pauses greater than one second,
and by dysfluencies, like stutters and repeats as described in Freed (1995b). A stutter is defined
as a word in which extra morphemes are added to the beginning of a word. A repeat is defined
as a repeated word. Participants’ pauses are considered to be filled if a Japanese filler term like
anoo is used, and unfilled if there is silence or if an English hesitation word like “uh” is used. All
speech continuity breakups within each sample were first tallied and then divided into the total
number of acceptable morphemes in the sample to assign a fluency score.
Refer to the narrative sample (with highlighted occurrences of temporal speech errors) in
Appendix A for the following example. Participant 1 produced 66 acceptable morphemes, and
she made 16 fluency errors in her pre-narrative sample. She had 15 pauses that were longer than
one second or were not filled with a Japanese hesitation noise like anoo. She also stuttered once:
Fu-futari. Her 16 fluency errors were divided into her 66 morphemes to give her a score of 4.13.
Pragmatics Self-Assessment.
The current study used Hudson, Brown, and Detmer’s (1995) Pragmatics SelfAssessment. As discussed previously, Hudson, Brown, and Detmer’s Pragmatics SelfAssessment (1995) comprises 24 scenarios. Participants considered how well they thought they
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could respond appropriately in each scenario and then rate themselves on a 5-point Likert scale.
On the Likert scale, a rating of 1 indicates low competence and a rating of 5 indicates high
competence. The current study tallied the scores for all 24 items to assign a score between 24
and 120.
Non-Word Repetition Test (NWR).
The current study incorporated Larson-Hall and Dewey’s (2012) methodology for
assessing aptitude with the NWR, which requires participants to repeat 40 nonsense words. It
gave participants a series of 40 non-words based on an unfamiliar phonological system. As the
test progressed, the non-words contained more phonemes. The participants’ responses were
recorded on a portable audio recorder and later graded according the number of non-words
reproduced correctly. Participants were given 1 point for each successfully repeated non-word.
All earned points were tallied to assign a score between 0 and 40.
NEO-Five Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI).
In the current study, the participants used an automated computer-based version of the
NEO-FFI. The assessment assigned scores based on the relationship between the participants’
responses and those of other test-takers of the same gender and age range. The program only
provided results to the participants themselves; however, for the purposes of the current study
participants were asked to submit their scores for analysis. Ten participants either did not
complete the NEO-FFI or did not properly save their scores for the researchers.
The current study assigned participants a rating of low, average, or high for each of the
five personality areas (Extraversion (E), Agreeableness (A), Conscientiousness (C), Neuroticism
(N), and Openness to Experience (O)). It quantified each rating on an ordinal scale from 1-3
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(low to high). As previously mentioned, the NEO-FFI also provides numeric sub-scores for
facets within each area, which were not included in this analysis. The current study did not
cross-compare personality factor scores, e.g. Extraversion (E) was not compared with
Neuroticism (N), and it examined each factor separately for correlation with linguistic
improvement.
Language Contact Profile (LCP).
The current study required participants to record a weekly estimate of the total amount of
time (in quarter-hour increments) they spent using Japanese, English, or other languages in a
variety of daily activities. As indicated earlier, the LCP was divided into two sections. The first
surveyed how much total time the participants spent speaking, listening, reading, and writing in
Japanese and English. The second section surveyed how much time participants spent using
Japanese, English or other languages in 25 specific activities.
The current study analyzed time spent on different types of language use, rather than
specific activities; therefore, it compiled the LCP’s 25 activities into nine categories (seven for
Japanese use, one for English use, and one for use in other languages) as follows:
Seven categories comprised seventeen activities requiring Japanese language use:
Necessary Personal
•

Reading in Japanese for homework purposes

•

Reading schedules, announcements, menus, and similar items in Japanese

•

Trying to listen in on others’ conversations in Japanese
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•

Writing homework assignments in Japanese and writing email messages personal
notes or letters in Japanese

Non-necessary Personal
•

Reading novels, magazines, or other literature in Japanese

•

Browsing the internet or reading email in Japanese

•

Watching television, movies, DVD, etc. in Japanese

•

Listening to the radio in Japanese

•

Listening to music in Japanese

Classroom Study (Studying in Japanese language classes)
Non-natives (Speaking Japanese with your classmates (non-native speakers)
Instructors (Speaking Japanese with your instructors outside of class)
Host Family (Speaking Japanese with a host family, native Japanese-speaking
roommate, or other Japanese speakers in the dormitory)
Friends (Natives) (Speaking Japanese with other friends who are native or fluent
speakers)
Public (Speaking Japanese with other people (acquaintances, store clerks, service
personnel, etc.)
Other (Other activities in Japanese)
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One category (Total English Use) comprised seven activities.
•

Speaking English to native or near-native speakers of Japanese

•

Reading newspapers, magazines, or novels in English

•

Watching television, movies, DVDs, etc. in English

•

Listening to radio or other broadcasts in English

•

Browsing the internet or reading email in English

•

Writing email messages, personal notes or letters, etc. in English

One category— Other Language comprised one activity (Native and non-native English
speakers using a language other than English or Japanese).
Total hours spent using language in each activity was tallied for each category. The
amount of language use in each category was also tallied to represent total Japanese language
use, total English language use, and total other language use.
Study Abroad Social Interaction Questionnaire (SASIQ).
As mentioned previously, the SASIQ has three sections. The first section asks
participants to list the names of all acquaintances and friends with whom they at least
occasionally spoke Japanese, as well as the strength of each relationship. The second section asks
six questions to elicit more information about those relationships, and about the SA program.
The third section asks participants to organize their friends and acquaintances into groups.
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To complete the SASIQ, the participants followed four steps. First, they listed the names
of everyone with whom they interacted in Japanese, at least occasionally. Then, the participants
rated the strength of their relationships with their social network members on a scale between 1
(an acquaintance) and 8 (a very close friend/confidant). Next, the participants selected a few
members of their social networks and described how they formed relationships with them. They
addressed factors that facilitated or inhibited friendships, communication obstacles, and the SA
program’s contribution to building these relationships. Finally, the SA participants grouped their
friends and acquaintances together and identified individuals who belonged to more than one of
their social network groups.
The current study analyzed data from the first section of the SASIQ. The second section
of the assessment provides interesting qualitative data and was not used in the current study, but
may be valuable in other studies. The third section was difficult to quantify because the data was
inconsistent and ambiguous. For example, on her initial SASIQ Participant 3 listed four groups
of friends and acquaintances: “Host Family”,” Friends from Seminar House (week 1), “Friends
from Other Campus”, and “Friends from Kansai”. One her post questionnaire she only lists two
groups: “Non-Kansai Students” and “Kansai Students”. Group names have changed, one group
was dropped and several friends/ acquaintances are missing.
To measure network size from section 1, the current study summed the number of friends
and acquaintances in each participant’s social group. For each acquaintance or friend,
participants assigned a number indicating the strength of their relationship. It measured social
network intensity by the sum of these numbers for each participant. Finally, the current study
calculated average intensity per group member by dividing the social network intensity total by
the total number of group members.
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Analysis
The current study sought to determine participants’ statistically significant improvement
in five linguistic areas: grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency, narrative ability, fluency,
and pragmatics proficiency, and then observe statistically significant relationships between them
and the five correlate variables: aptitude, personality, language use, social networking, and initial
ability. It operationalized grammatical proficiency with the EI task and the three syntactic
complexity measures, lexical proficiency by semantic density, narrative ability by narrative
length, semantic density, and syntactic complexity, fluency by narrative length and speech
continuity, and pragmatics competence by the Pragmatics Self-Assessment. It operationalized
aptitude with the NWR, personality with the NEO-FFI, language use with the LCP, social
networking with the SASIQ, and initial ability with pre-scores on each assessment.
First, the current study noted average pre- and post-test scores for the EI task, picture
story, and Pragmatics Self-Assessment measures described above. It also noted the standard
deviation, range, and minimum and maximum scores to show individual variation in the results.
It then used a matched pair T-test to determine statistically significant improvement between the
pre- and post-tests. Following that, it determined any statistically significant correlations
between the linguistic gains areas and the correlate variables (NWR, NEO-FFI, LCP, SASIQ,
and initial ability), using Pearson correlation. Finally, it presents a discussion of the results in
terms of gains and correlations for grammatical proficiency, lexical proficiency, narrative ability,
fluency, and pragmatics proficiency.
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Chapter 4: Results
Linguistic Measures
In the current study, a gain (or loss) refers to differences between participants’ pre- and
post-scores on each linguistic improvement measure. The study gives descriptive statistics to
show measures of central tendency and dispersion. Due to participants’ wide range of initial
experience with Japanese, outliers may have affected the mean and standard deviations of these
data; therefore the current study also takes the median into account.
Refer to Appendix B to view results for all individual participants.
Elicited Imitation task.
Scores on the Elicited Imitation task represent the number of incorrectly repeated,
omitted, or inserted morphemes by each participant. Score reduction between the pre- and posttest scores determines improvement on this task. Of the 28 participants in the current study 26
completed both tests. However, due to a recording malfunction, 10 participants produced
incomplete pre- and/or post-tests. In these cases, only sentences repeated on both the pre- and
post-test were used to calculate a percentage change.
As hypothesized, participants’ post-test EI task scores showed statistically significant (t(25)
= 5.53, p<.0001) improvement over their pre-test scores. See Table 1 below. Indeed, every
participant improved his or her score except Participant 38, whose post-score was actually 15%
lower than her pre-score. Notably, she had 30 months of previous Japanese study and made
reasonable improvement in other linguistic measures. See Appendix B (p. 125) for details. This
might suggest that her performance was aberrational.
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Outliers may affect the mean scores because the range and standard deviation are quite
large. However, the median also shows a substantial increase. These results show positive
evidence of participants’ linguistic improvement in grammatical proficiency.
Table 1
EI Task—Number of Missed or Inserted Morphemes per Participant
EI Pre-score

EI Post-score

Mean

300

175

Median

276

185

Std. Deviation

186

103

Range

600

336

Minimum

61

13

Maximum

661

349

Narrative length.
The number of acceptable morphemes in the narrative samples is the measure of narrative
length. These results provide evidence for rejecting the Null Hypothesis since they show a
statistically significant difference between pre- and post-narrative length scores t(21) = -5.37,
p<.0001. Furthermore, Appendix B (p. 126) shows that all participants except Participants 1 and
3 improved their narrative length scores.
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The narrative length results indicate an outlier effect, as evidenced by a wide range and a
high standard deviation. However, the median shows a moderately high improvement in
narrative length scores. Thus the data show evidence of the participants’ improvement in
narrative ability and fluency, as will be discussed in the next chapter. See Table 2.
Table 2
Narrative Length—Number of Acceptable Morphemes in Discourse Sample
Narrative Length

Narrative Length

Pre-score

Post-score

35.57

56.19

35

56

25.17

23.36

102

84

Minimum

0

18

Maximum

102

102

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation
Range

Syntactic complexity 1.
This first measure of syntactic complexity scores the number of acceptable morphemes in
the narrative sample’s longest T-unit. The measure shows statistically significant differences
between the pre- and post-test scores, t(21) = -4.99, p<.0001. Eighteen participants improved
their scores. See results in Appendix B (p. 126). Once again the range is wide and the standard
deviation is high, but the median also shows a significant increase. See Table 3 below. These
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results support the hypothesis that the participants’ narrative ability and grammatical proficiency
improved during their SA experience.
Table 3
Syntactic Complexity 1- Count of Morphemes in Longest T-unit in Narrative Sample
Syntactic Com. 1

Syntactic Com. 1

Pre-score

Post-score

13.26

19.93

13

19

9.80

7.86

Range

44

29

Minimum

0

9

Maximum

44

38

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation

Syntactic complexity 2.
Scores for this second syntactic complexity member denote the largest number of clauses
in any T-unit in the narrative sample. The results show a statistically significant (t(21) = -4.45,
p<.0001) improvement between pre- and post-test scores. See Table 4 below. Appendix B (p.
127) shows that thirteen participants improved their scores.
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Table 4
Syntactic Complexity 2- Largest Count of Clauses in any T-unit
Syntactic Com. 2

Syntactic Com. 2

Pre-score

Post-score

1.30

2.22

1

1

Std. Deviation

.97

1.28

Range

44

29

Minimum

0

1

Maximum

4

5

Mean
Median

Syntactic complexity 3.
Syntactic Complexity 3 scores indicate the narrative samples’ average number of clauses
per T-unit. Like the previous linguistic measures, Syntactic Complexity 3 rejects the Null
Hypothesis significantly, t(21) = -3.94, p = .001. Participants made improvement on their posttest over their pre-test. See Table 5 below. However, Appendix B (p. 127) shows that only 14
participants improved their scores in this measure.
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Table 5
Syntactic Complexity 3- Average Count of Clauses per T-unit
Syntactic Com. 3

Syntactic Com. 3

Pre-score

Post-score

1.06

1.58

1

1.25

.47

.66

Range

2

3

Minimum

0

1

Maximum

2

3

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation

Semantic density.
Semantic Density measures the number of unique references that participants give in their
narrative samples. The results show a statistically significant (t(21) = -6.12, p = .001) difference
between pre- and post-test scores, (see Table 6), with all participants making improvement
except Participant 17, whose post-test score decreased by 8%. See Appendix B (p. 128) for
details. There are a few outliers, and the median score was significantly less than the mean
score; however, it demonstrates improvement in participants’ semantic density scores. These
results may provide evidence of improved lexical proficiency, as well as narrative ability.
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Table 6
Semantic Density—Number of Unique References in the Discourse Sample
Semantic Density

Semantic Density

Pre-score

Post-score

10.48

16.48

10

17

5.54

5.47

Range

24

20

Minimum

0

9

Maximum

24

29

Mean
Median
Std. Deviation

Speech continuity.
The current study determines Speech Continuity scores by the number of long pauses,
stutters, or repeats per narrative length. A high standard deviation shows that major outliers
skew the results, but the median still shows statistically significant (t(20) = -4.07, p < .0001)
improvement between the pre- and post-test scores, (see Table 7). As with previous studies, the
current study’s participants seem to improve their speech continuity during SA.
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Table 7
Speech Continuity—Number of Stutters, Repeats, and Long Pauses per Narrative Length
Speech Continuity

Speech Continuity

Pre-score

Post-score

Mean

4.14

7.80

Median

3.25

5.75

Std. Deviation

5.05

6.23

Range

25.40

23.28

Minimum

.10

1.47

Maximum

25.50

24.75

Pragmatics self-assessment.
Scores on the Pragmatics Self-assessment constitute points earned on the pragmatics test;
higher post-test scores indicate self-perceived improvement. The results show a strong statistical
significant (t(25) = -6.10, p < .0001) increase between the pre- and post-test scores on the
Pragmatics Self-assessment. See Table 8 below. Twenty-three participants improved their score
on this assessment (see Appendix B (p. 125)). These results provide evidence that participants
improved their view of their pragmatics proficiency during their SA experience.
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Table 8
Pragmatics Self-Assessment- Total Points Earned (120 pts. possible)
Pragmatics

Pragmatics

Pre-score

Post-score

Mean

68.43

85.19

Median

71.50

87

Std. Deviation

19.42

14.05

Range

77

64

Minimum

24

47

Maximum

101

111

Correlate Measures
The data show significant correlations between many correlate measures and most
linguistic improvement measures. This next section details the significant correlations for each
linguistic improvement measure, including pre-score and percentage change. See Appendix B
for participant statistics for each correlate measure. Statistical significance was established at
p<.05. Tables for each of the following measures show statistically significant correlations. The
current study measures correlation strength with the ranges established in Larson-Hall (2010) for
second language acquisition research. Accordingly, correlation strength is measured by the
following r values: .1—small, .3—medium, and .5—large.
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Elicited imitation correlations.
Participants’ improvement on the EI task proved to be positively correlated with four
Japanese LCP factors and two SASIQ factors. These correlations ranged from medium, r(22) =
.415, p < .021 (Japanese Speaking Total (pre)) to large r(23) = .629, p < .001 (Japanese Speaking
Total (post)). Participants who spent more time speaking in Japanese with host families and
friends, and who formed larger, closer (more intense) social networks tended to improve their EI
scores. See Table 9 below.
Table 9
Elicited Imitation Task Correlations
Correlate Measure

EI Pre-score

EI Improvement

-.016

.479*

LCP—Japanese Friends (Post)

-.283

.616*

LCP—Japanese Speaking Total

-.333

.415*

-.092

.629*

-.075

.536*

-.172

.437*

LCP—Japanese Host Family
(post)

(Pre)
LCP—Japanese Speaking Total
(Post)
SASIQ—# of Group Members
(post)
SASIQ—Intensity (Post)
*p<.05
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Narrative length correlations.
The narrative length scores correlated positively with eight LCP factors including five
Japanese, two English, and one total language use. These correlations were medium to large,
ranging from r(21) = .441, p < .040 (English Reading Total (Pre)) to r(20) = .641, p < .002 (Total
Language Use (Pre)). Unsurprisingly, Japanese LCP factors, particularly in Japanese use in
public, were very important for improving these scores. Reading and writing in Japanese also
correlated with improved narrative scores. However, somewhat unexpectedly, English use was
also strongly correlated with longer narrative production. It is notable that there is no evidence
of an inverse relationship between Japanese and English.
Narrative length improvement also correlated with (Initial Ability), but with a large
negative correlation, r(21) = -.671, p < .001. This suggests that participants who initially
produced shorter narrative samples were more likely to improve their scores than those who
produced longer ones. See Table 10.
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Table 10
Narrative Length Correlations
Correlate Measure

Narrative Length Pre-score

Narrative Length Improvement

--

-.671*

LCP—Japanese Self Necessity

-.426*

.477*

LCP—Japanese Public (Pre)

-.048

.553*

LCP—Japanese Public (Post)

.401

.569*

LCP—English Total (Pre)

-.572*

.605*

LCP—Total Language Use (Pre)

-.378

.641*

LCP—Japanese Reading Total

-.284

.473*

-.415*

.554*

-.146

.441*

Initial Ability

(Pre)
LCP—Japanese Writing Total
(Pre)
LCP—English Reading Total
(Pre)
*p<.05

Syntactic complexity 1 correlations.
Improvement in the Syntactic Complexity 1 scores (the number of morphemes in the
narrative sample’s longest T-unit) correlated positively with one LCP factor (English Total), but
negatively with two LCP factors (Japanese Class (Post)) and (Initial Ability). It also correlated
positively with (Extraversion (E)). Among these, (Initial Ability had the most significant large
correlation, r(21) = -.724, p < .000, which suggests that initially low-scoring participants made
greater improvement in these scores than did participants with higher initial scores. Notably,
those participants who studied less Japanese in class at the beginning of experiment tended to
make for improvement in their Syntactic Complexity 1 scores than their peers. See Table 11.
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Table 11
Syntactic Complexity 1 Correlations
Correlate Measure

Syntactic Com. 1 Pre-score

Syntactic Com. Improvement

--

-.724*

LCP—Japanese Class (Post)

.083

-.437*

LCP—Japanese Public (Pre)

-.048

.553*

LCP—English Total (Pre)

-.506*

.502*

NEO-FFI—Extraversion

.129

.482*

Initial Ability

*p<.05

Syntactic complexity 2 correlations.
In the current study, improvement made by participants in their Syntactic Complexity 2
measure scores (the largest count of morphemes in any given T-unit) had no statistically
significant correlations with any correlate measures or their factors.
Syntactic complexity 3 correlations.
The Syntactic Complexity 3 (the mean clauses per T-unit) measure correlated positively
with the (Conscientiousness (C)) factor of the NEO-FFI, and two factors of The LCP (English
Reading Total (Pre)) and (English Writing Total (Pre)). However, it correlated negatively with
(Initial Ability), one factor of the LCP (Japanese Class (Pre)), and two SASIQ factors (Average
Intensity (Pre)) and (Average Intensity (Post)). These results followed the same trend observed
in the Syntactic Complexity 1 measure. However, they also show that participants involved in
social networks tended not to improve their Syntactic Complexity 3 scores as much as their
peers. See Table 12.
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Table 12
Syntactic Complexity 3 Correlations
Correlate Measure

Syntactic Com. 3 Pre-score

Syntactic Com. 3 Improvement

--

-.561*

LCP—Japanese Class (Pre)

.473*

.-452*

LCP—English Total (Pre)

-.399

.457*

LCP—English Reading Total

-.244

.447*

LCP—English Writing Total (Pre)

-.155

.459*

NEO-FFI—Conscientiousness

-.169

.564*

SASIQ—Avg. Intensity (Pre)

.424*

-.524*

SASIQ—Avg. Intensity (Post)

.213

-.512*

Initial Ability

(Pre)

*p<.05

Semantic density correlations.
The Semantic Density scores correlated with (Initial Ability), and NEO-FFI and LCP
factors. These correlations follow similar trends to those observed in the other performance
measures. They show that participants with lower initial semantic density scores make more
improvement than those with higher. Other negative correlations include two LCP factors
(Japanese Speaking (Pre)) and Japanese Class (Post)). Apparently those participants who studied
more Japanese in class tended not to improve their semantic density scores as much as their
peers, which was unexpected. One NEO-FFI factor (Openness to Experience) was positively
correlated, which suggests more improvement for those who do well in unfamiliar
circumstances. See Table 13.
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Table 13
Semantic Density Correlations
Correlate Measure

Semantic Density Pre-score

Semantic Density Improvement

--

-.727*

.125

-.437*

-.387

.444*

LCP—English Reading Total (Pre)

-.394

.531*

LCP—Japanese Class (Post)

.320

-.446*

NEO-FFI—Openness to Experience

.441

.504*

Initial Ability
LCP—Japanese Speaking Total
(Pre)
LCP—English Listening Total
(Post)

*p<.05

Speech continuity correlations.
Speech continuity correlated with more correlate measures than any other linguistic
improvement measure. It correlated significantly with (Initial Ability), one NEO-FFI factor
(Openness to Experience), nine LCP factors, and one SASIQ factor (# of group members (Pre))
and (Intensity (Pre)). These correlations are some of the largest in the entire data set. The
correlations for all LCP and SASIQ factors are positive, which suggests they heavily influence
the participants’ improvement in their speech continuity scores. The trend continues with a
strong negative correlation between (Initial Ability) and speech continuity improvement.
However, the negative correlation between one NEO-FFI factor—(Openness to Experience (O))
and speech continuity improvement was unexpected and will be discussed in the next chapter.
See Table 14.
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Table 14
Speech Continuity Correlations
Correlate Measure

Narrative Length Pre-score

Narrative Length Improvement

--

-.696*

LCP—Japanese Self Necessity

-.29*

.689*

LCP—Japanese Public (Pre)

.078

.686*

LCP—Japanese Public (Post)

.778*

.738

LCP—Japanese Total (Pre)

.311

.688*

LCP—Japanese Reading Total

-.291

.677*

-.294

.739*

LCP—English Total (Pre)

-.392

.546*

LCP—Total Japanese Use (Pre)

-.046

.631*

LCP—Total Language Use (Pre)

-.144

.762*

LCP—Total Language Use (Post)

-.139

.455*

NEO-FFI—Openness to

.422*

-.513*

SASIQ—# of Group Members

.532*

.526*

SASIQ—Intensity (Pre)

.591*

.499*

Initial Ability

(Pre)
LCP—Japanese Writing Total
(Pre)

Experience

*p<.05

Pragmatics Self-Assessment correlations.
Although participants made statistically significant improvement in their Pragmatics SelfAssessment scores, those gains only correlate with two measures: (Initial Ability) and one factor
of the NEO-FFI (Neuroticism (N)). Both correlated negatively with Pragmatics Self-Assessment
scores, which suggested that participants with low initial Pragmatics Self-Assessment scores and
a high resistance to anxiety tended to improve their scores by a greater percentage than their
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peers. Unexpectedly, scores on the Pragmatics Self-Assessment did not significantly correlate
with any LCP or SASIQ factors. See Table 15.
Table 15
Pragmatics Self-Assessment Correlations
Correlate Measure

Pragmatics Self-Assess Pre-score

Pragmatics Self-Assess % Change

--

-.718*

NEO-FFI—Neuroticism

.572*

-.463*

NWR

-.389*

.133

Initial Ability

*p<.05

The next chapter will discuss the results of the participants’ observed linguistic gains and
their correlations. Although the participants made linguistic gains in all measures: the EI Task,
Narrative Length, Syntactic Complexity 1, 2, and 3, Semantic Density, Speech Continuity, and
the Pragmatics Self-Assessment, correlations between these gains and the correlate variables
differed. Chapter 6 will examine any possible implications these results may have for SA.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
Grammatical Proficiency Gains
Grammatical proficiency improvement.
As hypothesized, the participants in the current study showed grammatical proficiency
gains during their SA experience. This improvement was manifested implicitly by their scores
on the EI task and explicitly by their scores on all three syntactic complexity measures. Through
their performance on the EI task they demonstrated improvement in their ability to reproduce
syntactically complex sentences. They also demonstrated improvement in their ability to
produce longer sentences with more clauses in their narrative samples.
Elicited Imitation task.
Participants’ scores on the EI task correlated positively with their improvement in
grammatical proficiency. Regardless of initial ability, they correctly reproduced more
morphemes across the 70 spoken sentences at the end of their SA experience than they did at the
beginning. EI task results are often used as an indicator of oral proficiency, rather than just
grammatical proficiency. Similarly, the current study functions as an implicit measure of the
participants’ internal grammatical system, described by Mackey and Gass (2005) . Thus,
improvement on the EI task evidenced improved grammatical proficiency.
These grammatical proficiency results contradict those of other studies like (Collentine,
2004). Methodology may have accounted for this. Collentine’s corpus analysis investigated
spontaneous speech for the frequency and accuracy of specific grammatical features. In contrast,
this EI task used prefabricated sentences to test implicit improvement of the participants’ internal
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grammatical system. Comparison between the two methods may be difficult due to the
spontaneity factor; therefore the current study also used a picture story without preparing
participants beforehand.
Syntactic complexity.
The current study’s findings show significant improvement in all three measures of
syntactic complexity in the narrative sample. This included an analysis of the number of
morphemes in the longest T-unit, the most clauses in any given T-unit, and the average number
of clauses per T-unit.
Syntactic complexity is a good indicator of grammatical proficiency because such
proficiency is necessary to understand and use syntactically complex sentences. To have high
grammatical proficiency does not require exclusive use of sentences with long T-units or
multiple clauses, but more-proficient students have the ability to use and understand them when
it is appropriate. Like the EI task, these syntactic complexity measures require knowledge of
grammatical features, but unlike the EI task these measures also assess participants’ ability use
them productively.
Although Collentine’s (2004) study did not reflect SA grammatical proficiency
improvement, the current study’s four grammatical proficiency measures provided compelling
evidence of such. Differences in the data measures between the current study and the
Collentine’s (2004) notwithstanding, the current study analyzed spontaneously produced speech
samples, as did Collentine’s study (2004), in addition to a prepared, implicit measure of
grammatical proficiency. The combination of these two measures may give a greater picture of
grammatical proficiency, but further study is warranted.
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Correlates with grammatical proficiency improvement.
The current study hypothesized that initial ability and aptitude would be the primary
correlates with grammatical proficiency improvement, as measured by scores on the EI task and
syntactic complexity measures. However, aptitude proved to have no significant correlation with
both measures, and initial ability was only significantly correlated with the Syntactic Complexity
measures 1 and 3. On the other hand, personality, language use, and social networking have a
number of significant correlations with both the EI task and Syntactic Complexity measures 1
and 3.
Aptitude.
Aptitude, as measured by NWR scores, has no significant correlation with gains in
grammatical proficiency during this SA experience. These findings contradict those of LarsonHall and Dewey (2012) and Brecht, Davidson, and Ginsberg (1993). It may have been that the
current study’s participants’ NWR scores were somewhat homogenous. In a test with forty
points possible, nineteen of the twenty-eight eligible participants scored thirty and above, and the
lowest score was twenty-two. This may have made it difficult for the test to discriminate
between high and low performers. It may also be that these participants’ NWR scores only have
predictive power up to a certain level, or may not sufficiently predict grammatical proficiency
improvement for these participants. For example, Participant 41 scored 36 on the NWR (one of
the highest scores), and only made 27 fewer errors on the post-test than on the pre-test. In
contrast, Participant 20 only scored 26 on the NWR and made 413 fewer errors on the post-test
than on the pre-test (see Appendix B (p. 125)). It is important to note that differences between
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these participants’ performance on the EI task may be attributed to additional individual factors,
but NWR score was not a discriminating factor.
Personality.
Personality appeared to have some relationship with grammatical proficiency in that a
NEO-FFI factor did significantly correlate with grammatical proficiency gains. Extraversion (E)
had a medium positive correlation with Syntactic Complexity 1 scores, and Conscientiousness
(C) had a large positive correlation with improvement in syntactic complexity 3 scores.
Participants with high conscientiousness factor levels typically demonstrate control over:
competence, orderliness, rule abiding, high motivation for achievement, self-discipline,
deliberation, and emotion. See Appendix A for more information.
It makes sense that participants who tend to be more deliberate and pay attention to order
and rules would make grammatical proficiency improvement. They may pay greater attention to
grammatical details and may even be more focused in their study and time management and
more aware of others’ behavior. Individuals who do not score high in Conscientiousness (C) on
the NEO-FFI may either have to pay greater attention to some of the behaviors typically
associated with conscientious people or they may have to compensate by taking advantage of
strengths associated with their own personalities, such as extraversion, in ways that could lead to
greater grammatical development. Additional research into personality and grammatical
development is necessary before solid conclusion can be drawn.
Language use and social networks.
Language use and social networking also demonstrated a significant relationship with
grammatical proficiency improvement; several LCP and SASIQ factors correlated significantly
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with improvement on the EI task and Syntactic Complexity measures 1 and 3. See Tables 9, 11,
and 12. Some of these correlations were positive, i.e. those participants who scored high on the
correlate factors tended to make more improvement on both the EI task and syntactic complexity
measures than those who scored lower. Correlations between scores on the EI task and Japanese
language use ranged from medium (Japanese Speaking Total (Pre) r(21) = .415, p<.044) to large
(Japanese Speaking Total (Post) r(21) = .629, p<.001). Medium correlations between LCP
Japanese language use factors and scores on syntactic complexity measures (Japanese Class (Pre)
r(20) = -.452, p<.039; Japanese Class (Post) r(19) = -.437, p<.048) were also apparent. However,
some LCP and SASIQ factors significantly correlated negatively. This juxtaposition of positive
and negative correlations with grammatical proficiency measures provides a number of insights.
First, LCP activities that correlated significantly with the EI task and the syntactic
complexity measures had some fundamental differences, which provided insight into the nature
of both assessment instruments. EI task improvement correlated with LCP Japanese language
use factors that require interaction with others. In addition to the Japanese—speaking factors
mentioned above, EI task improvement correlates with (Japanese—Friends (natives) (post) r(21)
= .616, p<.002) and Japanese—Host family (post) r(21) = .479, p<.021). All of these
correlations were positive, which means that the more time participants spent in these activities,
the more their EI task scores tended to improve. On the other hand, LCP Japanese language use
factors correlating with participants’ improvement on syntactic complexity measures did not
involve interaction with others outside of class (Japanese—class (pre) r(20) = -.452, p<.039;
Japanese—class (post) r(19) = -.437, p<.048). Additionally, these correlations were negative,
which means that the more time the participants spent time using Japanese in class, the less their
EI task scores tended to improve.
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Further analysis of the above correlations revealed that participants with lower initial
ability made more gains in their syntactic complexity measure scores than did their peers, when
comparing the Japanese language use factors with initial and post scores in initial Japanese use in
class. Participants with high syntactic complexity task scores spent more time using Japanese in
class because their grammatical proficiency level facilitated such. These participants made
fewer gains than did their counterparts; a likely explanation would be that their rate of
improvement was less than those of less-proficient participants, and they had less to gain in
grammatical proficiency than their peers.
Although less proficient participants made more improvement in their syntactic
complexity measure scores, the same did not hold true for their EI task scores. There are no
significant correlations between the Japanese LCP factors and initial performance on the EI task.
All participants regardless of initial proficiency level made more improvement on the EI task to
the extent they used Japanese with host families, native friends, and in general.
Second, the correlation results between the LCP factors and performance on the EI task
and syntactic complexity measures revealed some differences between the two tests. The current
study used the EI task as a measure of implicit grammatical proficiency, which meant that other
factors apart from grammar contributed to the results. As mentioned previously, the Japanese
LCP factors correlating with performance on the EI task were concerned with Japanese oral
language use. This suggests that the EI task functioned as a measure of oral proficiency.
However, because grammatical proficiency is an integral part of oral proficiency, the results
provided indirect confirmation of grammatical improvement.
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Unlike the EI task, the syntactic complexity measures in the current study measured
explicit grammatical proficiency improvement. Therefore, it is notable that the LCP factors
correlations (Japanese, English, and total language use) involved language use that did not
necessarily require oral interaction. These LCP factors included (English—reading (pre) r(19) =
.447, p<.0) and (English—writing (pre) r(19) = .459, p<.032). These LCP factors may likely
have involved more grammatical study than the LCP factors correlating with the EI task results.
Thus, syntactic complexity improvement correlations may have been a better measure of explicit
grammatical proficiency improvement than the EI task.
Involvement in social networks was correlated with improvement on the EI task as well
as the syntactic complexity measures. As with the LCP factors, the SASIQ factors correlated
positively with improvement on the EI task and negatively with improvement in the syntactic
complexity measures. The explanation for these results would follow that of the LCP factor
correlations given above. More-proficient learners tended to have social networks with more
intensity than did less-proficient learners. They also tended to make less improvement in the
syntactic complexity measures (see Appendix B (p. 126-127)). Therefore, social networks with
a greater number of close relationships would be negatively correlated with these improvements.
However, in the case of the EI task, SASIQ correlations were positive because participants made
improvement on the EI task regardless of their initial social group size and intensity.
In summary, language use and social networking factors were both correlated with
grammatical proficiency improvement. However, more-proficient participants made fewer gains
in the syntactic complexity measures than their peers, while proficiency had no significant effect
on improvement on the EI task. The impact of initial proficiency is discussed in the next section.
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Initial ability.
Participants’ initial ability had a strong negative correlation with improvement in
syntactic complexity 1 and 3 scores. Most participants in the current study showed improvement
in all five areas of linguistic improvement, including grammatical proficiency, and for the most
part, participants with lower initial linguistic abilities made more improvement than did those
with higher initial abilities. However, the improvements on the EI task did not significantly
correlate with initial ability. Some very proficient participants actually made more improvement
on the EI than less-proficient ones. For example, though Participant 43 had one of the best
scores on the EI pre-test (72 errors), she also had the best score on the post-test (13 errors).
Similar results may be seen for Participants 2, 18, and 42. Additionally, some participants with
very low pre-scores on the EI task made tremendous improvement, particularly Participants 20
and 35. Reasons for such variance between individual participants cannot be determined without
more information about the participants, but it is notable to see that the overall trend for the
(Initial Ability) correlate factor does not hold with the EI task measure in the current study. See
Appendix B (p. 125) for more details.
A lack of correlation between improvement on the EI task and initial performance on that
task may be due to a ceiling effect. Inasmuch as the EI task functions as a measure of general
oral proficiency and not just grammatical proficiency, participants all have more progress to
make. On the other hand, participants can only learn so many syntactically complex
communication strategies, and so the syntactic complexity measures may have a ceiling effect.
Less proficient learners have more of these strategies to learn, and so they may likely make more
gains overall. Another point is that progress in the syntactic measures was relatively small. In
Syntactic Complexity 1, which measures the largest number of morphemes in a T-unit, the
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average increase in T-unit length was only about two and a half morphemes and invariably, the
most gains were made by participants with lower initial performance. The ceiling effect in
Syntactic Complexity 3, which measures the average number of clauses/ T-unit, is even more
dramatic. The average score on the post-test was only about .5 more clauses/ T-unit than on the
pre-test and most gains were made by those with low initial performance. The limited amount of
time participants had to produce their narratives probably also contributed to this ceiling effect.
In summary, the participants in the current study made significant grammatical
proficiency improvement during their SA experience, as evidenced by their improvement on the
EI task and syntactic complexity measures. Contrary to the hypothesis, aptitude showed no
significant correlation with these measures of grammatical proficiency. On the other hand,
personality, language use, social networking, and initial ability did show significant correlations.
However, there are conflicting results between the language use, social networking, and initial
ability correlations. Although the EI task data show positive correlations between Japanese
language use and social network involvement, the syntactic complexity measures show the
opposite results. Initial ability correlations also show the opposite results—participants’ initial
performance on the EI task did not correlate with improvements on the EI task, and initial
performance in the syntactic complexity measures did evidence a positive correlations with gains
in that linguistic measure. These differences may be ascribed to a possible ceiling effect on the
syntactic complexity measures, which results in fewer gains made by more-proficient
participants. More study about the nature of these different measures and a possible ceiling
effect is merited. Syntactic complexity measures taken from a longer narrative sample may or
may not manifest a ceiling effect.
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Lexical Proficiency Gains
Lexical proficiency improvement.
These SA participants also showed significant improvement in lexical proficiency, as
illustrated by the semantic density measure and EI task results. The participants demonstrated
their ability to give more information and to add meaning to their picture story narratives.
Participants had limited time to tell their story, and although a longer speech sample would
provide more data to analyze, this short speech sample may have shown participants’ word
economy, i.e. how much meaning can be conveyed in relatively few words. On the other hand,
the short sample may have contributed to a ceiling effect. This might be worthwhile to
investigate in future studies.
Semantic Density.
Other researchers like Collentine (2004) and Dewey (2008) talk about vocabulary quality
or “informational richness” improvement by SA students. In like manner, the participants in the
current study also demonstrated the ability to use more unique words to describe and elaborate in
their narrative. In the pre-test and post-test, the participants viewed the same pictures to tell their
story. About eight months transpired between the beginning and end of the study, and it was
unlikely that the participants prepared themselves to narrate this same story before they were
given the post-test. Yet, nearly all of them demonstrated their ability to use more descriptors and
talk about more things in the pictures. The semantic density measure shows that the current
study’s participants acquired new vocabulary, just as those in (DeKeyser, 1986, 1991; Dewey,
2008; Milton & Meara, 1995). They evidenced this by using different words on the post-test
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than they did on the pre-test. Thus, they not only learned new words, but also how to use them
in spontaneous speech.
Elicited Imitation task.
Inasmuch as the EI task evidenced some measure of implicit grammatical proficiency
gains, by the same principle it demonstrated a measure of implicit lexical proficiency gains. Just
as grammatical proficiency is necessary for successful performance on the EI task, so is lexical
proficiency. This is largely because both may be necessary for oral proficiency.
Correlates with lexical proficiency improvement.
Aptitude.
Contrary to the hypothesis, aptitude did not prove to be the primary correlate of lexical
proficiency. Indeed, scores on the NWR had no significant correlation with the measures of
lexical proficiency—the EI task and the semantic density measure.
Personality.
Personality, as measured by NEO-FFI (Openness to Experience (O)), did correlate
positively with improvement in semantic density scores, and thus it may be said to correlate
positively with linguistic improvement. Participants who felt more comfortable seeking out and
coping with new experiences were probably exposed to a greater variety of vocabulary. They
may have taken more opportunities to practice using their vocabulary effectively. Individuals
more open to unfamiliar experiences may have also tended to be aware of and absorb things from
their environment and to respond to engaging stimuli. These attributes seem to be facilitative of
implicit learning of environmental/situational and other vocabulary (Dewey, 2008).
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Language use and social networks.
Language use and social network measures have similar correlation patterns with lexical
proficiency improvement as those with grammatical proficiency improvement. As with the
syntactic complexity measures, the semantic density measure explicitly assesses lexical
proficiency. Participants who spent less time using Japanese in class at the end of the trial period
made more improvement in their semantic density measure. Once again, this may be attributed
to the possibility that more-proficient participants spent more time using Japanese in class, and
for the same reason as with grammatical proficiency made fewer gains. The picture story’s
potential ceiling effect may have also contributed to these results.
Lexical proficiency improvement also correlated with LCP factors that may have been
conducive to language study (English—reading (pre) r(21) = .531, p<.011, and English listening
(post) r(20) = .444, p<.039). Thus, language study may also have been related to semantic
density measure gains. Language study may not have been the only factor contributing to lexical
proficiency improvement, however. Japanese speaking in general (Japanese—speaking (pre)
r(20) = -.437, p<.048) also seemed to have an effect. However, this correlation suggests that the
more participants spoke Japanese in class the less they tended to make significant gains on the
semantic density measure. What is unexpected, and difficulty to explain, is that initial
performance on the measure had no significant bearing on this factor (r(20) = .125, p<.568).
Initial ability.
As expected, initial lexical proficiency had a strong negative correlation with these
participants’ lexical proficiency improvement (r(20) = -.727, p<.0001). Students are generally
exposed to a great deal of authentic input when they participate in SA programs. However,
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because they may often fall into familiar daily routines, depending on their involvement in social
networks and in what settings they use Japanese and English, less proficient students may have
more new words to learn than more-proficient students. This also supports what was found with
the syntactic complexity measures of grammatical proficiency, suggesting a relationship between
improvement in grammatical proficiency and lexical proficiency.
In summary, the participants in the current study made significant lexical proficiency
improvement, as evidenced implicitly by their improvement on the EI task and explicitly by their
improvement in the semantic density measure. Like Collentine (2004), the current study showed
that the participants improved their ability to use more “informationally rich” language in their
narratives. They produced more unique references and more description in their stories.
Both lexical proficiency measures (EI task and semantic density) correlated with several
measures. However, semantic density measure correlations contrasted with some EI task
correlations. Semantic density correlated positively with NEO-FFI (Openness to Experience)
and English use factors of the LCP. Unlike those of the EI task, participants’ semantic density
scores correlated negatively with their Japanese language use and initial proficiency. Once again
ceiling and floor effects may be influencing the results of the two lexical proficiency measures.
Replication of the current study may provide more insight.
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Narrative Ability Gains
Narrative ability improvement.
Narrative length.
Most participants in the current study improved their scores in all proficiency measures
derived from the picture story. However, participants’ improvement in the discourse length
measure varied widely, in accordance with their proficiency levels. Those with little or no
previous Japanese language study produced very little spontaneous speech during the pre-test.
Participants with higher initial proficiency levels produced sentence or paragraph length
discourse from the beginning. Yet, except for Participants 1 and 3 everyone produced longer
narratives at the end of the experiment than they produced at the beginning (see Appendix B (p.
126)). Participants’ improvement in creating longer narratives may be associated with their
improvement on the semantic density and three syntactic complexity measures. Thus, a
combination of all five of these measures gives a good picture of these participants’
improvement in their narrative ability.
Syntactic complexity.
As discussed earlier, the participants in the current study made significant linguistic
improvement in all three measures of syntactic complexity: T-unit length, the greatest number of
clauses in a T-unit, and mean count of clauses per T-unit. This implies that during their SA
experience participants’ narrative samples grew more grammatically complex.
It is conceivable that participants with a less sophisticated grammar could produce
narratives with the same number of morphemes and unique references as those produced by
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those with more sophisticated ones. However, narratives produced by the latter may convey
deeper meaning and insight through more complex syntax. Thus, acquisition of syntactic
structures of greater complexity may be an indication of improved narrative ability. Consider the
following example. Participant 30 first used a one-clause T-unit to describe what happened in
her narrative sample: “Kyuu ni jiko shita.” (Suddenly they collided). Then she used another oneclause T-unit to describe the effect. “Ato furafura shite iru.”(Afterward they were disoriented)
In contrast, Participant 8 used two clauses in a T-unit to both describe what happened, as well as
the result, “...baran to site, nimotu mo otosita” (having collided, they dropped their belongs as
well). The content of the the sentences are a little different, but the important point is that
Participant 8’s two-clause T-unit used a transition to closely indicate the cause/effect
relationship, whereas Participant 30’s two one-clause T-units describes a sequence of events
without clearly tying the two events together. Participant 30 could have said, “Kyuu ni jiko shite,
furafura shite iru (having collided, they were disoriented). This would have suggested that the
disorientation came as a result of the crash, and not that it occured after the crash. The more
syntactically complex two-clause T-unit provides more meaning to the utterance; therefore,
inasmuch as participants improve their ability to use sentences with greater syntactic complexity,
they may increase their narrative ability as well.
Semantic density.
The current study uses semantic density as its third measure of narrative ability. As
discussed earlier the participants in the current study made significant improvements in the
amount of unique references they produced in their narrative samples. The subject of their
narratives (the pictures) were the same in pre- and post-tests, and most of the participants
described the same events: a man and a woman are walking down the street; they collide; they
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switch bags; they later discover their mistake. However, in the post-test the participants used
more nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs to explain those events. Thus, the semantic density
of their language may have increased what they could say in the same amount of time. This
shows that the participants may not only acquired more vocabulary, but may also learned how to
incorporate it succinctly into their narrative.
Correlates with narrative ability improvement.
Aptitude.
Contrary to hypothesis, aptitude, as measured by scores on the NWR, did not
significantly correlate with increased narrative length, nor did it correlate with any measures of
increased syntactic complexity and semantic density. As noted previously, these results
contradict those of Brecht, Davidson, and Ginsberg (1993). They also contradict Larson-Hall
and Dewey, Bown, and Eggett’s (2012) study, which looked at a one-time correlation, rather
than gains over time. The current study shows no significant correlation between scores on the
NWR and participants’ initial scores on measures of narrative length, syntactic complexity, and
semantic density. It is difficult to explain why language learning aptitude has failed to show
correlation with these linguistic gains. More study on the NWR, as well as other aptitude
assessment instruments, and their effectiveness in predicting SA linguistic gains may be useful.
Personality.
By association with syntactic complexity and semantic density measures, narrative ability
indeed correlates with some personality factors, namely Conscientiousness (C) and Openness to
Experience (O). Participants who are open to new experiences may be more comfortable dealing
with unfamiliar circumstances, which in turn may influence them to participate in more extra‐ 71 ‐

curricular activities. These activities may provide a more diverse range of settings in which to
practice narrating and to find exposure to new vocabulary. Depending on the subject matter
presented, participants studying diligently in and out of class may also acquaint themselves with
a great range of vocabulary. Participants scoring high on the Conscientiousness (C) scale are
focused and controlled, which may help in studying vocabulary. Thus, these personality traits
may be associated with improved narrative ability. However, by the same principles, it was
curious that Extraversion (E) and Agreeableness (A), which may also contribute to more
extracurricular activities, do not share similar correlation with narrative ability. See the NEOFFI sample report in Appendix A for more information about these and other personality factors.
Language Use and Social Networking.
As hypothesized, narrative ability, as measured by narrative length, strongly correlated
positively with a number of LCP factors, including those associated with both Japanese and
English use. This confirmed that participants who used more language tended to increase the
length of their narratives more than did their peers. Japanese use in public correlates especially
well with narrative length improvement. Depending on individual circumstances, when speaking
Japanese in public, participants may practice using the skills they have learned to accomplish
real tasks, such as asking for directions, making purchases, and then describe their experiences
later.
In a similar vein, participants must use language to study for class. Participants who
spent more time using Japanese and English in general and for reading and writing tended to
make more improvement in narrative length. Similarly, Freed, Segalowitz, and Dewey (2004)
found that writing was a good predictor of oral proficiency gains. It is likely that part of that
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study entailed improving grammar and vocabulary skills, as well as making presentations, which
would also help improve Narrative Ability. The data do not include information about the
specific curricula or content of Japanese language courses, therefore it cannot be said exactly
what it is that necessitated participants’ language use. However, the data do show that
participants who used language in the SA LCP activities tended to improve the length of their
narratives.
Unexpectedly, the narrative length measure does not correlate with any SASIQ factors.
These findings go against the current study’s hypothesis that more social interaction would lead
to improved narrative ability. Without more information about how the participants interacted in
their social groups it is difficult to determine an explanation. However, it may be that
participants’ involvement in their social groups didn’t require them to change the way they
narrate. Being involved in social networks does not guarantee that participants will use more
words to elaborate on their reports. This may also explain why involvement in social networks
showed no correlation with SASIQ factors. However, once again this cannot be determined by
the data.
Initial ability.
As with most other areas of linguistic improvement, participants with lower narrative
proficiency levels tended to make more improvement than those starting with higher narrative
ability. It may have been that lower proficiency participants’ grammatical and lexical skills were
insufficient to produce longer narratives at the beginning of their experience, and as their
proficiency developed in these areas, their ability to produce longer narratives also increased.
These results support those by Davidson, 2010; Dewey, Bown, and Eggett, 2012; Freed, 1995b,
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1996; and Lapkin, Hart, and Swain (1995), which also show participants of relatively low initial
proficiency making the most gains.
Fluency Gains
Fluency improvement.
As evidenced by the narrative length and speech continuity measures, participants made
significant fluency improvement during their SA experience. Although speech continuity is a
prime indicator of fluency, narrative length may be said to be an indirect measure of fluency
because in the current study narrative length is determined by the number of acceptable
morphemes, which excludes stutters and repeats. Less fluent participants cannot fill their
narrative sample with stutters and repeats and produce long narrative samples within the time
limit. Participants with higher levels of fluency narrated more, as evidenced by a greater number
of acceptable morphemes produced, and they narrated more smoothly, as evidenced by fewer
stutters, long pauses, and repeats between the pre-test and the post-test. These results support the
hypothesis of the current study, as well as the results from several others like Collentine (2004),
DeKeyser (1991), Freed (1995b), Iwashita (2010), Lennon (1990b), and Segalowitz & Freed
(2004).
Correlates with fluency improvement.
Aptitude.
As predicted, participants’ improvement in fluency scores did not correlate with aptitude,
as measured by scores on the NWR. Scores on the NWR did not even remotely correlate with
initial and end performance on the fluency measure. Aptitude, in and of itself, should not
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promote or restrain language practice; therefore, it should not have a significant effect on fluency
development.
Personality.
For the participants in the current study, fluency correlated with personality, which was
not hypothesized, but is understandable as far as some personality traits may correlate with more
language use. Speech continuity correlated negatively with one factor on the NEO-FFI,
Openness to Experience (O). As discussed previously, conventional wisdom would suggest that
being able to cope with new experiences on SA may lead to involvement in more activities,
which may promote increased language usage in the SA LCP activities. Therefore, this negative
correlation is difficult to understand. Indeed the data are insufficient to provide any explanation.
Language use and social networking.
As hypothesized, increased Japanese language use leads to improved fluency. Indeed,
fluency improvement, measured by speech continuity, correlated positively with a great deal of
LCP factors, including those using both Japanese and English.
Positive correlations between the fluency measures and all LCP factors indicate that
language use is beneficial to oral fluency improvement. Correlation between Japanese speaking
factors and improved speech continuity is understandable. The results also show evidence that
reading and writing in the target language are useful in promoting oral fluency.
As hypothesized, fluency correlates with social networking, as evidenced by speech
continuity’s positive correlation with SASIQ factors. These results have already been accounted
for inasmuch as involvement in social networks leads to more language use. However, as
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indicated previously, the data do not provide information about the quantity or type of language
specifically used with members of social networks. Therefore, this conjecture cannot be
validated without further study.
Initial ability.
Once again, participants who have the most to gain in fluency from their SA experience
tend to improve more than those who are already more fluent. Twelve of the 28 participants in
the current study had a year or less of prior Japanese study, and likely had little opportunity to
speak extensively with native Japanese speakers, largely because of their low proficiency level.
Inasmuch as more language use improves speech flow, these low proficiency speakers had the
most room for improvement.
Pragmatics Proficiency Gains
Pragmatics proficiency improvement.
As hypothesized, the results from the Pragmatics Self-Assessment show that the current
study’s participants improved their pragmatics competence during SA, if self-perceived.
Participants’ improvement on the Pragmatics Self-Assessment should indicate their progress in
pragmatics proficiency. The current study’s participants likely used Japanese in a variety of
social scenarios, which probably boosted their self-awareness and their confidence to interact
with native interlocutors appropriately. Presumably, participants studied and understood
culturally appropriate behavior well enough to monitor the development of their own abilities.
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Correlates with pragmatics proficiency improvement.
Aptitude.
The results of the current study confirm the hypothesis that aptitude does not have a
significant correlation with improvement in pragmatics. Acquiring pragmatics proficiency
requires more than learning and retaining other linguistic elements like grammar and vocabulary.
It requires sociolinguistic awareness and language use that was appropriate to social customs,
which the NWR cannot measure. That being said, the results do show a significant medium
correlation between initial scores on the Pragmatics Self-Assessment and scores on the NWR
(r(25) = -.389, p<.05). Therefore, aptitude may be related to participant’s pragmatic acquisition
up until their SA experience, even though it may not register gains during the SA experience.
Personality
Pragmatics competence was not significantly correlated with Extraversion (E),
Agreeableness (A), or Openness to Experience (O)—NEO-FFI factors, which would seem to
relate to language use and social network involvement. Nor was it correlated with
Conscientiousness (C) that would seem to relate to careful study and observation of social
customs. However, it did correlate negatively with Neuroticism (N) (r(19) = -.463, p<.040.
People high in Neuroticism tend to be vulnerable to stress, self-conscious, shy, impulsive,
anxious, and sometimes a little hostile, which may make it difficult to form positive relationships
and interact socially. See the SASIQ sample in Appendix A for further explanation. Inasmuch
as a participant’s neurotic traits lead to withdrawal from social involvement and difficulty in
forming relationships, participants may need to find other motivation than pragmatics
proficiency development, in order for the SA experience to be worthwhile.
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Language use and social networking.
One of the current study’s most unexpected results was the lack of correlation between
language use and social networking measures and pragmatics improvement. The Pragmatics
Self-Assessment required the participants to judge their own ability to function in certain social
settings. However, the data do not indicate in what types of social scenarios the participants
engaged. If the participants did not experience social scenarios similar to those presented on the
Pragmatics Self-Assessment, it may have been difficult for them to assess their ability to respond
appropriately. Future studies may benefit from first collecting data about which kinds of
activities each participant engaged, and then giving them questions related to their experiences.
It is difficult to understand why social networking did not play a more-significant role in
improvement in these participants’ pragmatics competence. Assumedly, native social networks
would help make important cultural behaviors more salient to SA participants. An explanation
might be that these participants did not get exposure to situations which required greater
pragmatics competence than they already had. Most of these SA participants had a moderately
high pragmatics score to begin with. Their current ability may have been sufficient to avoid
major sociolinguistic indiscretions, while the situations in which they were placed did not push
them to develop pragmatic sensibilities that are more refined. Perhaps their general language
proficiency was insufficient to recognize and use higher pragmatics skills. Future studies might
explore how SA programs may help train SA students to develop pragmatic proficiency and
recognize appropriate scenarios in which to apply what they have learned.
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Initial ability.
Correlation between Pragmatics Self-Assessment scores and (Initial Ability) (r(25) = .718, p<.0001) verifies that SA participants’ initial pragmatics proficiency is correlates well with
their pragmatics proficiency improvement. As mentioned before, it may be difficult for
participants with some degree of pragmatics competence to make more progress without
significantly more language proficiency. On the other hand, participants who embark on their
SA experience with less experience with the language have a lot of opportunity for growth.
Classroom instruction and exposure to basic societal interactions would give them enough
progress in pragmatics proficiency to register gains on the Pragmatics Self-Assessment. Future
studies might also explore what levels of pragmatics competence and general language
proficiency are necessary for participants to continue to make pragmatics proficiency
improvement after the initial stage.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion, Implications and Further Studies
This chapter addresses the implications for SA programs and participants. It also
addresses limitations of the current study and suggests possible avenues for future research in the
field.
Summary
As a group, the 28 Kansai Gaidai Asian Studies Program participants made statistically
significant improvement in their Japanese language proficiency in: grammatical proficiency,
lexical proficiency, narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency, as demonstrated by
their performance on the following assessments: the EI task, a picture story (elicited narrative),
and the Pragmatics Self-Assessment. Every student improved his or her score between the preand post-trial assessments in at least one measure, and thereby demonstrated some improvement
in their linguistic ability.
Correlations between the linguistic gains areas and individual correlate variables varied;
Table 16 below sums up the results.
Table 16
Significant Correlations Between Linguistic Gains Areas and Individual Correlate Variables
Aptitude

Personality

Language Use

Social Network

Initial Ability

Grammatical Prof.

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lexical Prof.

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Narrative Ability

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Fluency

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pragmatics Prof.

No

Yes

No

No

Yes
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Aptitude (as measured by NWR scores) showed no statistically significant correlation
with any area of linguistic gain. Apparently, it was not a statistically significant discriminator of
linguistic improvement for the current study’s participants. Replication studies may shed more
light on these results. Future studies using an instrument other than the NWR may also yield
different results.
A number of personality factors did show statistical significant correlations with
language gains areas, including Conscientiousness (C), Openness to Experience (O), and
Neuroticism (N). Participants who were more conscientious tended to improve their syntactic
complexity 3 scores. Those with higher Openness to Experience (O) scores tended to make more
improvement in their semantic density and fluency scores. Neuroticism (N) showed a negative
correlation with pragmatics proficiency improvement, which suggests that participants with
higher scores on this factor tended to make less pragmatics proficiency gains.
A number of language use factors correlated with linguistic gains areas; however,
contrary to hypothesis, none of them significantly correlated with pragmatics proficiency gains.
Certain negative and positive Japanese language use correlations show proficiency influence and
possibly a ceiling effect on certain linguistic gains.
Correlations between Japanese language use activities and syntactic complexity and
semantic density measures were negative. Participants who spent more time speaking Japanese
in these activities tended to make less improvement in these measures than their peers. Further
analysis shows that participants with greater initial proficiency spent more time in these activities
than those with lesser proficiency. More-proficient participants also made fewer gains, as
evidenced by strong negative correlations between initial ability and gains in syntactic
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complexity and semantic density. Therefore, negative correlations between Japanese language
use and explicit grammatical and lexical improvement show that those who used a greater
amount of Japanese were the more-proficient participants, who incidentally tended not to make
as much improvement in explicit grammatical and lexical proficiency as their peers.
Syntactic complexity and semantic density measure results may also point to a ceiling
effect in the assessment and in the SA participants’ progress. It may be that more-proficient
participants actually made less progress by percentage than did their peers; it may also be that the
picture story assessment did not capture that progress.
Other linguistic measures show positive correlations with Japanese language use.
Participants’ scores on the EI task, narrative length, and speech continuity show a significant
correlation between increased Japanese usage and scores on these measures. These results show
that both less-proficient and more-proficient participants improved their internal grammatical
system (as described by Mackey and Gass (2005), narrative ability, and fluency during the SA
experience. Some English use activities also had significant positive correlations (syntactic
complexity, semantic density, narrative length, and speech continuity).
Participants who were more involved in social networks tended to improve their internal
grammatical system as well as fluency, as evidenced by EI task and semantic density scores.
Perhaps involvement in social networks contributed to more Japanese language use, which also
has a significant positive correlation with the EI task.
The negative correlations between initial ability and every linguistic gain, highlights its
significance among the other correlate variables. These results also suggest that less-proficient
participants tended to make more gains in proficiency than participants with greater initial
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proficiency. However, initial ability had no significant correlation with participants’ EI task
scores. Inasmuch as EI task scores are used as an indirect measure of oral proficiency, as
discussed previously, these results may suggest that initial proficiency level had no bearing on
general oral proficiency improvement.
Implications
One of the original goals of the current study was to provide insights into relevant traits
of successful SA students and their language improvement opportunities. These insights may
help SA programs to improve their program administration and may also be useful for applicant
screening. Recognizing that potential for linguistic improvement should not be the only criteria
for applicant screening, some of these results should provide insights into candidates’ behavior,
which perhaps most significantly influences a successful SA experience.
Program operations.
By standards of linguistic improvement, the 28 SA students in the current study had a
successful experience. Language instruction and study may have had an influence on those
gains. Kansai Gaidai’s Asian Studies program required all of its SA students to take Japanese
language courses, regardless of their previous language experience or proficiency level, and
language use factors associated with classroom study were associated with grammatical and
lexical proficiency improvement. Future research on how the type and amount of L2 instruction
benefits SA linguistic gains may be highly beneficial.
The current study’s results show the value of language use and social networking for
proficiency improvement of many types. Kansai Gaidai promoted language use and social
networking through a study buddy program that pairs SA students with native Japanese ones. It
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was indeterminable whether or not all SA students took the opportunity to connect with a study
buddy. Additionally, the data do not indicate the nature of the study buddy relationships, and the
degree to which they extended beyond academic study. However, it is given that the program at
least provided those opportunities. Programs may benefit from providing multiple opportunities
for creation and involvement in social networks. Kansai Gaidai also facilitated host family stays
for some students, as well as dorms shared with natives for others. These environments provide
additional opportunities for daily Japanese language use and social-networking. Ultimately, by
and large, how SA students use the language is their responsibility; however, SA programs may
benefit by preparing environments which may naturally facilitate language use.
In summary, SA programs may benefit from providing language instruction courses,
connections with native speakers, and environments for daily language use. Future research
comparing language proficiency improvement by students participating in programs both with
and without these opportunities may add more insight.
Participant selection.
A difficult, yet crucial task for many SA program is to select students who have the
greatest potential to improve their language proficiency. All participants in this experiment
made linguistic gains in some degree in at least one area (grammatical proficiency lexical
proficiency, narrative ability, fluency, and pragmatics proficiency). However, there seem to be
some characteristics correlated with successful improvement in these areas, which may be
helpful to consider. These characteristics and their correlations have already been discussed, and
though the results are varied, there are a few key points to consider.
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Participants who got involved in social networks and who used Japanese outside of class
tended to make more gains than their peers. These participants also tended to have personalities
that were conducive to social interaction, tolerance for ambiguity, and dedication. Difference in
language learning aptitude was less important beyond what was required to get into the program.
Progress for participants with lower initial scores within each category of linguistic gain
was more apparent. Less proficient participants tended to make more improvement, as far as
these assessment instruments were able to capture. However, the more-proficient participants
still made progress. For example, Participant 43 made tremendous improvement, in spite of high
proficiency levels (see Appendix B (p. 125-127)). Incidentally, she and participants with similar
statistics also spent relatively more time using language in the SA LCP activities, and had
relatively more, stronger, relationships in their social networks. Regardless of proficiency level,
SA participants may benefit from preparing to actively participate in activities that will give
them more experience with the language beyond daily routines.
Study Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research
The current study was longitudinal, small in scale, and restricted to a group of certain SA
students in a single university in Japan; therefore, replication of the study under different
circumstances may provide more insight and allow for greater generalization. Studies with more
participants may provide enough information for regression models, which may make it easier to
compare the predictive power of the correlates. Studies with more qualitative data could provide
more information about specific experiences with social networks and more detail about
language use. Qualitative data may also provide more information on participants’ motivation
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and attitude about learning Japanese, which may influence behavior. It would also account for
individual variables like their involvement in classes and extracurricular activities.
Another limitation of the current study was its reliance on self-report data. The LCP did
not require participants to keep a weekly language use log, but to recall a weekly average at the
end of the experiment. Requiring participants to keep a language log may or may not have
compromised the survey data by influencing their behavior, but it may have improved the
accuracy of the participants’ reporting. Additionally, participants were given very specific
instructions for estimating time spent using the language in each category (see the sample survey
in Appendix A); however, more frequent data collection might have ensured that the participants
understood those directions and complied accordingly. Future studies might use more frequent
reporting to manage the accuracy and consistency of the reports.
Investigating SA linguistic improvement areas and their correlates merits future research;
it is a worthy goal to help SA students and programs maximize the benefits of their experiences.
It is worthwhile to investigate what they can expect, and how to best prepare for the experience.
The results of the current study provided information about relationships between
different types of language use and different measures of linguistic improvement. However,
there are some points that could particularly benefit from further investigation.
First, results for the explicit measures of grammatical and lexical proficiency (semantic
density and syntactic complexity) seem to show a ceiling effect, in which more Japanese
language use during sojourns abroad does not correlate with greater gains, in spite of prolonged
language study in the native culture. Is it really that more-proficient students don’t improve as
much in these areas, or are the results inhibited by a test ceiling? Is it the nature of the SA
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experience or the instrument itself that influenced this ceiling effect? Implicit grammatical
proficiency improvement, registered in the results from the EI task, does not have the same
negative correlation with Japanese language use. Is this because the EI task has a higher ceiling
or is it only because implicit and explicit grammatical proficiency gains are different?
Another potential area for future research is pragmatics acquisition during SA. The
current study hypothesized that the participants had many advantages in acquiring and improving
pragmatics proficiency, particularly through language use and social networking. It also
hypothesized that students socialized by native speakers would be made aware of culturally
acceptable behavior. However, the results did not substantiate either of those hypotheses. This
raises new questions about how pragmatic competence develops during SA, and how pragmatics
proficiency relates to other areas of linguistic competence. How proficient does an SA
participant need to be before he or she is capable of understanding and adhering to nuances of
native cultural norms? How can SA programs facilitate or encourage that development?
Pragmatics competence may require more than just language proficiency, and another question
may be raised about the preparation of SA participants to move to the next stage of pragmatics
proficiency. More research is called for about how to best assess and capture pragmatics
proficiency improvement, including using and/or creating new assessment instruments and
methods.
Future studies may also explore the effectiveness of current pragmatics assessments for
measuring actual pragmatics proficiency development by SA participants. Although Yamashita
(1996) found that the Pragmatics Self-Assessment correlated positively with native acceptability
judgments of pragmatic competence, this assessment is more a direct measure of participants’
perception of their ability to perform in a socially acceptable matter. Other less-subjective
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assessment instruments may add more information about SA participants’ performance and
progress. Future studies may also investigate new pragmatics proficiency assessments that
capture SA participants’ perceptions, as well as measure actual performance and ability.
The current study has demonstrated a number of potential linguistic benefits for students
who choose to study abroad. The most successful students may benefit from getting involved in
social networks and using their language in a variety of settings inside and outside of class. SA
abroad can be a powerful tool for any motivated language learner.
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